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Dr. James Ray Ammons was ordered
bound over to the federal grand jury
after appearing before U.S. Magistrate
Ron Daniels Thursday in Paducah.
Ammons appeared on the latest
charges against him of knowingly and
Intentionally possessing with the intent
to distribute a Schedule III non-narcotic
controlled substance, according to the
federal clerk's office.
The grand jury will meet in Louisville
Monday. Ammons was ordered held
without bond by the magistrate.
Also on Thursday, three witnesses
testifying in the U.S. District Court trial
of Alberto M. Vera on charges of
conspiring to obtain mari!uana, have
identified Vera as the alleged go-
between with a supplier in Mexico.
Vera was indicted on the charges
along with Dr. Ammons and Ammons'
pilot, Herbert Max ligitham.
Ammons has already pleaded no
contest to the charge. Putnam pleaded
guilty earlier this week and agreed to
testify against Vera.
Putnam was on the stand Thursday
along with brothers John ,and Barry
Raidt.
Putnam said that he and John Raidt
tft Murray by plane on June 7, 1976, for
Austin after Ammons approached John
Raidt about obtaining marijuana.
When Putnam and John Raidt
reached Austin, they were joined by
Barry Raidt, but the _trio was unable to
find any marijuana, Putnam said.
Putnam said he later flew to
Ouliacan, Sinoloa, Mexico, where he
obtained 803 pounds of marijuana on
credit, and beaded back toward an
isolated airstrip near 4.puttillo.. Texas.
Putnam said the aircraft ran out of
gasoline and he was forced to land near
Vega, Texas.
The marijuana was confiscated a
short time later by police.
Jersey Show _
Is Rescheduled
The 1977 West Kentucky Parish
Jersey Show has been rescheduled for
Tuesday, July 12, at ten a. m. at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds, according to a
spokesman for the show.
This event will be held in conjunction
with the Open Jersey Show at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair on
Tuesday.
Following the show an important
Parish meeting will be held, the
spokesman said.
Wholesale Prices Take
,y Drop Of .6 Per Cent
TWILIGHT CABARET—A company of 12 Murray State University students
from the Department of Speech and Theatre is presenting a musical variety
show entitled "Twilight Cabaret" nightly except Mondays at the old
bathhouse.in Kentucky Dam VIlage State Park. Shown in a skit from the
production are (from left): Jana Jones, Murray senior; David Davis, Owensboro
junior; Mark Wison, Pontiac, Mich., sophomore; and Jill Samples, Alton, Ill.,
junior. Performances begin at 830 p. m. and will run through Aug. 7. Spon-
sored jointly with the Kentucky Department of Parks for the fourth con-
secutive year, the production includes hit songs from several of Broadway's
longest-running musicals. Robert E. Johnson, associate professor of speech
andtheatre, is the director.
•• •
WASHINGTON (Ar) — Wholesale
prices. fell six-tenths of one percent in -
June, the biggest drop in nearly four
years, the government reported today.
But the good news was offset by a rise
in. the unemployment rate from 6,9 per
cent to 7.1 per Cent.
A big drop in farm prices led the price
decline last month, an indication of an
easing of inflationary pressures at the
wholesale level.
Wholesale prices generally presage,
prices consumers pay and the effects of
last month's decline could first show up
at supermarket counters following
several months of rapidly rising food
prices.
The increase in the jobless rate was
the first in four months, as the number
of Arnericsns without jobs in ..h.ne rose
by 210,000 to 7 million. Most of the.
increase occurred among .adult
women, whose jobless rate rose from
6.6 per cent to 7.2 per cent.
The price news was certain to cheer
the Carter administration, which has
been deeply worried over price reports
in previous months that showed
inflation increasing- at a 10 per cent
annual rate during the first quarter.
However, the turnaround in the
unemployment rate could be a
disturbing sign for the long run.
Administration officials have
cautioned that unemployment might
increase in some months .but are
predicting the jobless rate will decline
to about 6.5 per cent by the year's end.
Not all of the job report, was bad.
Employment continued to increase last
month, rising by 270,000 to a total of 90.7
million. Employment grew by 2.9
million over the past eight months as
the economy continued to expand.
However, there was also a large gain
in the size of the labor force last month,
Which rose by 480,000 to 97.6 million.
The labor force includes those at work
and those looking for work.
Since more people went looking for
jobs than found work last month, the
unemployment rate increased.
Despite the two-tenths per cent rise in
the jobless rate, the proportion of the
population that is employed stood at
57.2 per cent in June, just two-tenths of.
a percentage point of the all-time high
last .reached in March 1974, the
government said.
The unemployment rate had been
declining almost continuously from the
1976 high of 8 per cent recorded in
November, rising only in January when
the severe winter weather and related
fuel shortages forced large numbers of
layoffs.
Among the various groups, the Labor
Department reported the jobless rate
for adult men dropped to 5 per cent
See GOOD NEWS,
Page 14, Column 5
Williams Sees No Need
To Remove Interest Limit
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Some
Kentucky bankers want the interest
limit remoyed on . loans under $15,000,
but state Banking Commissioner John
Williams says he sees no need for that.
The 1174 General Assembly
eliminated the interest ceiling on loans
over $15,000, but kept the 8% per cent
limit in effect for loans under that
amount.
Bankers and officials of the Kentucky
Bankers Association told the banking
subcommittee. of the Interim Joint
Committee on Banking and Insurance
last week that the interest limit was
unfair.
Some said it has caused them to be
reluctant about accepting applications
Gov. Carroll To Plead For More Federal
Funds To Renovate State Coalhaul Roads
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — Kentueity
will plead again for federal .money to
renovate coalhaul roads when Gov.
Julian Carroll goes to Washington.,
today for a meeting with President
Carter and other U.S. officials.
Carroll and other governors plan to
discuss the President's energy
proposals.
Beyond that, Carroll said Thursday
he would take the opportunity of asking
once more for Washington's help in
developing the arteries that transport
coal. .
He noted that the national gel is to
double coal output to help reduce the
country's dependency on foreign oil.
Previously, Carroll has estimated
this state would need $3 billion to
renovate its coal roads to adequate
standards. However, no federal aid has
been forthcoming.
"I will also stress the importance of
making more and improved rail cars
available for carrying coal," he said.
The laek of adequate rail facilities
has been a bottleneck in Kentucky coal
production.
Carroll said he also wants to make
certain some mechanism is provided to
take state and local government needs
into consideration by the new federal
Department of Energy. •
He said he would seek special
provisions for states such as Kentucky
-that already have been active in coal
research and plan to convert coal to.other forms of energy."
The governor said the Washington
meetings would provide the major
TVA Offers Settlement To Farmer For
Damages Caused By Sulfur Emissions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A West
Tennessee farmer said Thursday the
Tennessee Valley Authority ()tiered
him $2,337 to cover damage to his
soybean plants that the TVA admitted
was • caused by emissions of its
generating plants.
But the farmer, Willard Farmer, said
he refused TVA's offer, saying his
damages will cost him more.
TVA. officials Thursday admitted that
sulfur dioxide pollution emitted from
TVA's Johnsonville plant 100 miles west
of Nashville destroyed about 90 acres of
Soybeans at Farmer's Benton County
farm.
The emissions from the Johnsonville
plant have been declared in violation of
federal air quality standards.
Also Thursday, one high-ranking
inside today 
Environmental Protection Agency
official said the federal agency would
join in suits by 11 environmental groups
to force TVA to comply with the air
quality laws. However, an EPA official
in Washington said a final decision has
not yet been made on how the matter
will be handled.
TVA, a seven-state government-
owned utility, bas been fighting for
three years with the EPA over the
standards and methods for controlling
sulfur dioxide pollution from 10 of
TVA's 12 coal-fired power plants. Sulfur
dioxide, which is given off when coatis
burned, has been identified as a
possible cause of bronchitis and
emphysema.
"It was rough breathing—a bad odor
that smelled like sulfur," Farmer said
One Section —14 Pages
Some relief was forecast today as a heat wave continues
to bear down on Kentucky though air pollution has
improved to healthier levels in some areas. The story is on
Page 14 of today's issue. •
mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy tonight and
Saturday with a good chance of
thundershowers. Lows tonight in
the upper 60s. Highs Saturday in
the mid to upner 70s. Winds
northerly to 10 miles. an hdur
tonight and Saturday. Rain
chances 50 per cent tonight and
Saturday.
today's index
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Thursday of the gas. that reached his
farm.
"It looked foggy, and you could taste
it if you were out in it a while. It hasn't
plumb killed the soybeans but it turned
them yellow, and it turned the weeds
black and killed them," he said.
"If they TVA ) had been complying
, with the law, this would not have
happened,_". Jim Wilburn, chief of
EPA's regional air enforcement branch
in Atlanta, said of the damaged crops.
TVA has fought EPA suggestions that
the utility burn low-sulfur coal from the
• West rather than high-sulfur coal from
this area, or that scrubbers — devices
which screen generating plant
emissions — be installed at TVA plants
The utility says both of these plans
would be extremely expensive and
EPA might hold off on the action to give
IVA—the utility President Carter says
he wants to be the model for the
nation—time to agree to a voluntary
compliance schedule.
U.S. District Court Judge—Samuel
Pointer has scheduled a meeting today
in Birmingham, Ala., on a request by
the environmental groups for an
Injunction. ordering TVA - to
immediately halt pollution above the
permissible amount—et its Widows
Creek, Ala., power plant.
An amendment to the federal Clean
Air Act to be considered by a House-
Senate conference committee next
week would prevent utilities in the East
`ram buying western coal, in effect.
forcing them to install the scrubbers.
would result in higher power bills for One Iniured Incustomers.
TVA spokesmen* said a preliminar
investigation by staff biologists showed Tw •
been reached in Washington that our-
agency will intervene in the citiiens
.0. suits rather than file our own," Wilburn
said. But an EPA official in Washingtoi.
was quoted y as saying n.
decision has yr
Previously, officiaLlitid ipeculated
only about 90 acres of strybeans were
destroyed by the sulfur dioxide gas.
However, both TVA and EPA
officials said the pollution was notice,: Mishap Here
in an area covering about 4,000 acre',
three to seven miles from the plant. - One person was treated and releasedEnvironmental .groups . filed suit- it .the Murray-Calloway Countyagainst TVA in six federal courts I T Hospital Thursday for injuries receivedTennessee, Alabama and Kentucky tw in a two-vehicle accident hete,weeks ago in what is the largest citizer according to MurrerCity POlice.enforcement action ever taken -under Wallace Swan, 220 North 13th, wasthe Clean Air Act. 
:rutted and released for leg injuries at"1 understand that a decision ha-






_ motorcycle operated by Swan collided








forum for states to ask certain
considerations in the national energy
policy Carter is developing.
The sessions were arranged by
Florida Gov. Rubin Askew, chairman
of the National Governors' Conference.
Carroll is chairman • of the
conference's committee on natural
resources and environmental:—
management.
The governors planned to meet with
presidential energy adviser James
Schlesinger and other federal cabinet
members to review the status of the
Carter Administration's energy
package.
They will meet with the President
Saturday morning, then participate in
workshops With federal officials.
Carroll said the discussion on coal
will touch on' both productivity and the
heed for transportation improvements.
His office said he would preside -over
most of the substantive sessions."
Carroll is scheduled to return to
Kentucky late Saturday.
for loans under815.,000.
Williams said in a 'telephone
interview Thursday he was surprised to
-', hear that. He said he didn't think the
practice is widespread.
"If you took a poll of banks across__
Kentucky, I think you'd find they're •
taking care of the small borrowers," he
said.
"Banks have a responsibility to serve
the smaller customer," said Williams,
a' former western Kentucky banker.
. Williams said the legislature
eliminated the interest ceiling on larger
loans because Kentucky's flow of
money from outside had dried up.
He said Kentucky is a capital
deficient state, and that the limits on
the interest that could be charged for
loans had prevented the state's banks
from ootaining needed capital. •
Investors were taking money to other '
states, where the return was better...and
Williams said he couldn't blame them.
As a result, he said Kentuckians were
not able to obtain money for
development of housing, shopping
complexes or other major projects.
However, the situation has changed,
and Kentucky apparently is no longer
having A problem getting money,
Williams said.
The prime rate — the rate banks pay
for their money -- is at 631. Banks are
able to get 90 to /00-day treasury bills at
a rate of 5 per cent, with 10-year.
government bonds paying 7L2 per cent,
Williams said.
"Considering their other
investments, if they're getting 8L2 per
cent ( interest on loans under $15,000,. I
don't Oink :they're hurting too badly,"
Williams said.
The commissioner noted that some
Kentucky banks charge less than the
interest ceiling on small loans. He said
many banks in the state make all their
loans at 8 per cent interest.
- Williams said he might change his
mind on lifting or .increasing the
interest ceiling if. Kentucky's money
supply dries up again. He said a lot
could happen between now and the start
of the 1978 Gelieral Assembly in
January,
Any change in the interest ceiling
require legislativ.e action:
$50 Million In Losses
Blamed On Shoplifters
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )— Gov.
Julian Carroll has advised store owners
to take a--number of steps against
shoplifting, which he says costs
Kentucky businessmen $50 million a
year.
Carroll said a study shows that more
than half the shoplifters in this state are
juveniles.
The governor cited a joint survey by
the Kentucky Office of Crime
Prevention and the Kentucky Retail
Federation.
He said in a column distributed to
weekly newspapers that many
shoplifters want to say they "beat the
system" and that • some teenagers
shoplift in gangs to see who can steal
the most.
Carroll advised Kentuck;
businessmen and store clerks-they can--
take some solid steps to halt shoplifting.
"Kentucky law clearly makes every
effort to discourage it," he added..
He said the statute says that "where
-a person 'willfully conceals
unpurchased goods in a store, the law
presumes that he intends to steal the
goods."
' The governor alsh advised store
owners 4 and manager's to display
prominently the antishoplifting signs
warning that "shoplifters will be
prosecuted."
He said store.owners "should 'resist
- the temptation to avoid publicity and
ignore a • shoplifter's misdeeds. They
. must cooperate fully in the Prosecution
of shoplifters_ because it has a dual
advantage."
The governor said prosecution puts
the violator .out of business "and
provides convincing testimony to
would-be shoplifters that your store is
not an easy target."
Such an. attitude would raise the
profits of stores and save customers.
millions of dollars annually, he said,
because prices will not have to be
raised to offset the shoplifting losses.
Among the tips Carroll offered to
store owners:
—Greet every customer.. The
shoplifter does not want to be noticed.
—Keep an eye on a suspect's eyes and
-7-bend5.- noting especially "jittery eyes
-and nervous hands."
- Be alert for someone who enters
carrying large packages..
- on guardcagainst ,distracting
situations that could indicate a shoplift
operation by pairs:-
-Don't let customers carry more
than a single item of clothing into a
dressing room at one time.
!.The continual _training of store
owners add Orsonnei to, detect and
prevent shoplifting should be tops on a
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Garrison & Cleaver Vows
Read At Cherry Corner
Miss Cindy Garrison ;nd
Kenneth Dale Cleaver w re
married in a beautiful double
ring ceremonyon a late spring
evening at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church. The Rev. Roy
Gibson officiated.
The bride is the daughter. of
Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Garrison
of Murray, and the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Maudie
Garrison and the late Wilson
Garrison. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Cleaver, Jr., of Alm°, and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Smith arNi Mrs. Dommie
Cleaver and the late Hoyt
' Cleaver, Sr.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar decorated with
a fifteen branch candelabrum
flanked by urns of spring
flowers and spiral candelabra.
Centered on the altar was a
double kneeling bench
decorated with a bouquet of
spring flowers.
. Miss Gena Cleaver and Miss
Lisa Cleaver, sisters of the
groom, attended the register
table. The wedding was
directed hy Mrs. Patsy
Mullins.
Jimmy Burkeen, pianist and
soloist, presented several
selections inscluding The
Wedding Song," "Bless Be
The Tie," and 'We've : Only
Just Begun" as the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, wore a
lovely gown of white silk
ceganza featuring an empire
bodice caught with re-
embroidered alecon lace
adorned with hand applied
pearls. The entire bodice and
long full sleeves were crystal
pleated. The Victorian
.neckline stood high with
matching lace and crystal
pleated ruffle that also cuffed
the sleeves. The sheer full
skirt was a double overlay of
silk organza and swept to a
--chaper train:- --
A chapel 'length veil of
illusion was attached to a
headpiece fashioned by the
bride and designed by her
mother. The headpiece
featured clusters of pearls on
re-embroidered alecon • lace
and edged with a crystal
pleated ruffle to match the
dress.. She carried a bouquet
of ten -Yellow roses accented
with baby's breath and yellow
satin ribbons tied in love
knots.
Mrs. Dawn Kinsolving was
the , matron of honor and
Lynette Worm served as
bridesmaid. They wore yellow
gowns featuring deep flounces
at the bottom and wide cape
collars attached with em-
broidered lace. They wore
white wide brim hats with
yellow satin ribbons. Each
carried a natural wicker
: basket of spring flowers with....
YOU
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Free Parkin la Boor
Mr. and Urs. Kenneth Dale Clearer
yellow streamers.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo with a yellow rosebud
boutonniere.
Steve Steele served as best
man for the groom and Alan
Jones as groomsrnan. Max
Cleaver, brother of the groom,
and Owen Garrison, brother of
e bride, -Ser041- as iiihers




The bride's mother, Mrs.
Garrison, wore a beige street
length dress. Mrs. Cleaver,
mother of the groom, was
attired in a peach street length
dress. Both_wore corsages of
yellow roses.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The table was covered with
a white cloth beaded with
yellow satin ribbon. From the
bride's table which was
centered with a spring floral
bouquet flanked by silver
candelabra, guests were
served punch and wedding
cake. •
The cake was traditional,
white and served from a
pedestal in Victorian design.
The pedestal centered a four
tiered water fountain which
delighted guests as water
cascaded over fresh spring
flowers and greenery.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Reba King, Mrs.. Gracie
Holland, and Mrs. Shiela
Hutchens, sisters of the bride.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Florida. They are now
residing at 1608 College Farm
Road, Murray.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Marlene Worm and
Lynette Worrrl, Whitewater,
Co.; Mrs. David Homan, Sr.,
Milwaukee, Wisc.; The Rev..
and Mrs. Roy Gibson, Benton;
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Doores
and children, Lone Oak; Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Shuffett,
Centralia, Ill.; Mrs. Earl
Timmons, Dr. and Mrs. V. W.
Etherton and Cystle, Puryear,
Tn.; Mr. and Mrs. Max
Cleaver, Mr. and Mrs. George
JANE MORGANTI
*licensed Beartician






Family Hair Care Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 7534909 for Appt
0( 
Davis, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and
Mrs. Bill, King and children,
Southaven, Miss:
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver,
Jr., parents of the groom,
entertained the wedding party
with a retiearsal dinner at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. -
The-tablet-sr/ere centered With
baskets of spring flowers.
• 774ona14 
GUEST HERE
Kelley Hinman of Memphis,
Tn., was the guest last
weekend of his grandmother,
Mrs. Christine Rhodes, and
his great aunt, Miss Mayitie
Whitnell.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Roy Gordon of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Dortha Dunn of New







F'air Pageant, sponsored by
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be held at
the Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University, at
7:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac
tivities include nature walk at
campground bath house at
10:30 p. m., bombardment at
hotel tennis court at 1:30 p. m
crinoid hunt on front porch of
hotel at 2:-30 p. m.; stick craft
at hotel recreation room at
3:30 p. m., softball game at
campground bath house at
4:30 p. m., Kenlake State Park
slide show at hotel meeting
room at seven 1). m„ and
Lakeside Singers at hotel
meeting..room at 8:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
haves work day from 9:30 a
m. Lb three p. m. and fun night
at six p. m.
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. m. with Don Robinson as
chairman.
Oaks Country Club twilight
golf will be at 5:30 p. m.
Twilight Cabaret will be at
Kentucky Darn Village State
Park at 8:30 p: m. 'No ad-
mission and public is invited
Saturday, July 9
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include 1 1'2 hour
auto tour to see several active
beaver dams starting at
Center Station at 9:30 a. m.,
study on fresh wateç ecology
at Center Station at two p. m.,
and one mile walk with
flashlight starting at Center
Station at 8:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at 7:30 a. m. and obstacle
course walk at 10:30 a. in. at
front porch of hotel, critter
MAU at campground battt
house at 1:30 p. m., bead
stringing at recreation room
at 2:30 p. m., critter race at
3:30p. m. and junior ranger at
4:30p. m. at campground bath
house, bingo at campground
amphitheater at seven p. m.,
and square dance at cam,
pground bath house at 8:30 p.
m*
Oriefitation sessions for new
freshiten 'and transfer
students will be held today and
tomorrow at Murray State
University.
Am-Vets picnic will be held
from one to six p. m. behind
the post house on Highway 79.
Each lady is to bring a dish for
the meal.
Sunday, July le
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church from
two to five p.m. Guests are
asked to not bring gifts:
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Peesbyterian
Church will have a potluck
luncheon following morning
worship services to open the
revival at the church. Meat,
bread, and drinks will be
furnished.
Jeffrey Cemetery will have
its annual homecoming with
preaching at eleven a.m.
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ will have its annual
homecoming dinner.
Land Between the lake
activities will include broom
making at Empire Farm from
one to 4:30 p.m., slide
program on wildflower and
birds at Cent% Station at two
p.m., and,1-minute movie op
Canada geese at Cepter
Station at three p.m.
Special singing featuring
Poplar Spring Church  Choir
and Tennessee Gdspelaires
will j-.1e at the New Providence
Baptist Church at 1:15 p.m.
Special musical program by
Ron Calhoun, instructor at
Gospel Music School at MSU,
will be held at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
. Monday, July 11
The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at one p.m. at the
church.
Cordelia Erwin Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Wodist
Church Women will meet at
--seien p.m.-in the- senior --Youth
room of the church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets. This is for all
peesons with emotional needs,
nervous problems, domestic
troubles, etc.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday
should be made today with
Mrs. Richard Knight.
Era of Iron Revisited will be
the special event at two p.m.
at the Center Furnace Trail




Fair opens at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds. If any Murray.
Senior Citizens would care to
enter articles in the lair,
transportation by calling 753-
0929 will be arranged.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30
,a.m. to three p.m.
Workshops in Marching,
Baton, Rible, Drum Major,
and Flag Corps opened today
at Murray State University
and will continue through July
15.
Two weeks' tennis summer
youth program tennis
workshop will open at Murray
State University and Murray
High School courts and will
continue through July 22.
Art exhibit by James
Howard Clinkenbeard of
Murray will open at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and
continue until July 24.
lesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop will open at
8:30.a.m. in the Student Center
'auditorium, Murray State
University, and continue until
Jul:
Boatwright Reunion
Held Here On Sunday
Forty-one persons gathered
Sunday, July 3, at the Ellis
Community Center for the
annual Boatwright family
reunion. A delicious luncheon
was served at one p. m.
The afternoon was spent
with friends and relatives
bringing each other up to date
on the past year's 'events.
Pictures were taken and plans
spade to meet 'again in 1978.
Those attending from
Murray and Calloway County
were Mrs. Ronda Fitts, Mr.
and Mrs. 0. J. Grogan, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas D. Lovett
and daughter, Amy, Mr. and
Mrs. Eurie Garland, Miss
Pam Garland, Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Roberts and children,
David arid Vickie, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Moody, Mr. and
Mrs. Oatman Grogan; from
Symsonia were Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Williams; from Walnut
Grove, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Olin
Boatwright and Albert
Parrish; from Alliance, Ohio,
Ruby Boatwright Hazen; from
Owensboro, Evelyn Nofcirr
Triplett; from Riverton, Ill.,
Merle Scoke; from Centralia,
Ill., Mr and Mrs. Roy Cun-
ningham; from Sandolval, Ill.,
Mrs. Fannie Cunningham;
from Herndon, Mr. and Mrs.
John Brandon; from Ocala,




Futtell, Mr. and Mrs. Tom





'The women ,of the Murray
.Country Club will hold their
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, July 13, at twelve
noon with yrs. Richard
Knight as luncheon chairman.'
Reservations should be made
by Monday with Mrs. Knight.







Slusmeyer, William S. Major,
Danny Ryan, and John Pasco.
Golf will be at 9:30 a. m.
with Betty Scott' as hostess,
and tennis at the same time
with Corrine Stripling an&
Bettye Hunter as hostesses.
Newfoundland joined with
mainland Labrador to become
Canada's youngest prinince in
1949..
DO YOU OWN A VAN?





ENTER THE MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATRE'S
CUSTOM VAN CONTEST
Sat. July 16 7:00 til 8:15 p.m.
Contest rules and entry blanks are available at Murray Drive-In Theatre











I said Benji was the r_nost
entertaining family picture
of our time.
Maybe of all time.
I was wrong.





"There aren't enough superlatives
• to describe this sensational new film!
Benji's acting performance
is even better than in his first film."
ANIT A SUWAL. MII!
MOM MULBERRY SQUARE PRODUCENNIS
Read the clotong new paperback novel Iran Bantam Bo
oks
Late Show Fri. IL Sat. 11:40
"Sugar Cookies" (X)





Sun. -2:30,7:00, 10:00 I
Thru Thur. Mon.-Thur. -7:30
Fri. & Sat. -.7:00,10:00
THE INCREDIBLE SPECTACLE
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Vows To Be Read
Miss Kathie Marie McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fred McDonald of Paducah announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Kathie Marie, to Mark Bradley Lyles, son of Mrs.
Charlotte Dean Puckett of Paducah and Kendall Lyles of Pen-
sacola, Florida.
The bride-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Virdon S.
Tucker of Kirlesey, and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Warner of
Newburgh, Indiana.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Ruly and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lyles, all of Paducah.
Miss McDonald is a 1977 graduate of Reidland High School.
She plans to attend Murray State University in the fall.
Mr. Lyles is a 1976 graduate of Reidland High School and an
upcoming senior at Murray State University majoring in
chemistry and biology.
The wedding ceremony will be held at two p.m. on Saturday,
July 30, at the Reidland Baptist Church.
After the wedding, a reception will be held in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited.
Mrs. Mary Farmer Presents
Program For Church Class
Mrs. Mary Farmer, well
"Mown pianist of Murray, was
the guest of the Euzelian Class
of the First Baptist Church on
June 13th when the quarterly
potluck dinner was held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The special guest gave a
beautiful program of piano
selections, many of them old
and well known hymns. She
had prefaced her selections
with an inspiring talk which
was of a devotional and
challenging nature. It was
noted that Mrs. Farmer's
wassie was in its content and
presentation a poignant
reminder of her cousin, the
late Mrs. Barber McElrath,







teacher for many years of the
class, as well as organist of
the First Baptist Church for
many years.
Mrs. Farmer was in-
troduced by Mrs. J. I. Hosick,
program chairman, who-told
the group that she had
requested Mrs. Farmei:. to
repeat the program which she
had given to the ladies of the
First United Methodist
Church of which Mrs. Farmer
is apernber, and also to other
groups in the city.
Prior to the program Mrs.
Denny Smith, class teacher,
gave the invocation before
serving of the dinner. Miss
Marie Skinner and Mrs. Will
Rose, groups V and VI and
their members, had made the
preparations for the dinner.
Miss Hazel Tarry, a co- -
chairman of the class,
presided during the business
session at which it was voted
to make a donation to
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly. The class also
heard the report of the
nomination committee, Mrs.
Robert Jones, Mrs. R. W.




By Abigail Van Bureh
DEAR ABBY: I never did love my husband'. -I Justmarried him for security, and I've been miserable eversince. I suppose I should.tell you that I'm in love with mydoctor. (That's why I've been so "sickly" much of the time.)My doctor is very unhappy at home. My husband is in lovewith my best friend, who is also trapped in a lovelessmarriage.
and I would be happier with my doctor. Isn't there some The Adult Group .Church
My husbera.V7.:.:.:145c much happier with my best friend,
way this can be-worked tolt-sothkt nT3Wy will be hurt?You only live once, you know.
LANE SICK
DEAR LOVESICK: If you and your husband were toterminate your marriage, you eould marry your doctor andyour husband could marry your best friend. (Assuming, ofcourse, that they followed suit,) That would leave yourbeat friend's husband and the doctor's wife at loose ends.If you could sell them on EACH OTHER, you could turna wreck. -tangle into a sex-tangle. But with all theswitching and hitching, there's apt to be some ditching. Irecommend living with the ills you know, rather thanflying to others you know uot of.
DEAR ABBY: What should a girl do when a boy callsher at 7 o'clock in the evening and asks her if she wants togo out at 7:45? I really wanted to go, but I turned himdown bLEE.\ause I heard a girl should play hard to,set.
SOPHOMORE
DEAR SOPHOMORE: If you wanted to go, you shouldhave gone. There is nothing to be gained by playing "hardto get" if you're tiitting home longing to go out.
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would say something in yourcolumn about young people who telephone and ask, "IsSusie there?" And when they are asked, "Who is calling,please?" they either hang up or say, "Nevermind: I'll callback later."
We have a 16-year-old daughter, and this happens at ourhome all the time, which is very annoying. Anysuggestions on how to handle it?
FINDLAY, OHIO
DEAR FINDLAY: Not only "young people," but alsomany who are old enough to know better, are guilty of thisrudeness. For those who need a lesson, the properprocedure is: "Hello. This is Bill Forthright. May I pleasespeak to Susie?"
(One father told me that a boy once called and asked, "IsLois there?" The father simply replied, "Yes," and hungup. He later explained to Lois that the boy had merelyasked him a question, and he answered it.)
Everyose has a problem. Wbant'• yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69100, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self add d envelope, please.
Hello, stranger
—Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
-questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very







 Frances brake 
FOR SATURDAY, JULY 9, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES 
r(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) e k4
If it will help to clear up a
situation in sensible fashion.
don't turn down any feasible
suggestion But disc rimiruite
between the astute and the rash
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) .
A relatively easy day — once
you get the gist of trends and go




(May 22 to June 21)
Maintain a calm attitude in
all situations and you can avoid
a lot of frustration. Stress tact
in all dealings — especially with
members of the opposite sex.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 2.3
A fine day for personal bet-
terment, social activities and




(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Be careful about your
judgments and emotional
reactions. Dubious ventures
may be proposed. Control en-
thusiasm. Do nothing without
careful thought. /
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
A new contact, possibly a
change of scenery or activity
Indicated Make the most of











designed for yotfTaste-Wise Price-Wise
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Accent is now on career
achievement, possibly some
unusual token of recognition
Those engaged in creative
pursuits especially favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22)
Some interesting possibilities
indicated Day may finally See
the completion of an important
project; also a real im-
provement in your financial
situation.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Wait on decisions until all




control. ' - ---
CAPRICORN




Your ingenuity, foresight and
intuition should be at a peak
now. A good time to look into
new offerings and gauge their
real value.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Direct your innate— en-
thusiasm into progressive_
channels. You can accomplish
more than many others now.
Especially favored: written
matters and travel plans.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
-You are now at a point where
you can assert your views and
succeed at pioneering efforts
Many are receptive and gain is
indicated.
YOU BORN TODAY are
realistic, steadfast and ex-
tremely meticulous in handling
details. Through your talents
and personality, it seems as if
you were made for service tu
mankind for, whatever you do.
q-at will be the ultimate "end
ou may fulfill your mission
through an important invention.
through writing, lecturing or
teaching; may even hit upon a
great scientific discovery ---
especially in the field 0
medicine — or, with your great
love of heritage and tradition,
become an outstanding
historian or a journalist ir-
terpreting current events to the
ultimate benefit of future
historians. Even if you turn t
art, which you may well do
your painting, music or vrritim
will carry a "message." Traits
to curb,.. impatience, hyper-
sensitivity, jealousy. Btrthckit,
of: Henry Hallam, Eng
historian; Eliastiowe, inventor
of the 'mint machine.
SENIOR ADULTS—Terrell Johnson gives the devotion at the first meeting of the
Senior Adults at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. A. W. Russell was honored by
the group for his years of service.
A. W. Russell Honored By
The First Baptist
Fellowship Hall was the scene
on June 21 for the first
meeting of a group of Adults in
the church with an aim of
ministering to those who are
interested and or have needs
which this group might help to
meet.
Forty-three prospective
members or. guests were
present for the delightful
potluck luncheon and the very
interesting, entertaining and
Informative program.
Brother G. T. _Moody-,
educational director of the
church, presided over the
planning session and the
program. Terrell. Johnson
brought a very fitting
devotional and Brother R. A.
Slinker led the prayer.
Fred Schultz, chairman of
the Board of Deacons of the
church, told of what the office
of 'deacon means to him and
gave a beautiful insight into
what his beliefs as a Christian
are.
As an indication of the love
and esteem and appreciation
.the members of the, church
have for one of its long time
deacons, A. W. Russell-, Owen
Billington, also an honored
deacon, brought a beautiful
tribute in which he told of
what Mr. Russell had meant to
the church in particular and
also to the community, his
family and many friends. One
of Mr. Russell's long time
friends, Max Hurt and Mrs.
Hurt, were present to join in
the tribute.,to Mr. Russell.
In an effort to keep in touch
and pay honor to the youth of
the •CommiinilY • as well as
those in 'particular of the
church, Mrs. Alfred Young
and her son, Mark, told of
their trip to the national band
festiVal in Wisconsin at which
time The Murray High School
Band was declared to be the
best band in the nation. Mark,
a member of the band, told of
the long hours of work on the
-.part of their leader, Joe Sills,
and each cooperative effort of
the band members. The Adult
group expressed its ad-
miration for their having
received .the high honor for
their school and the corn-
munit3,_
Mrs. G. M. Knight and Mrs
Gil Mathis closed the program
with several kilos by Mrs.
Mathis. A period of fun and
fellowship followed.
The group adjourned with a
decision to meet again on July
19. at which time an
Tricia Kline
Named, Honor
Miss Tricia Lynn Kline,.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs,
James M. Kline of Murray,
11 has been named to the dean's
list in the College of Arts and • -
Sciences for the 1977 spring
semester at. the University of
Kentucky. .
To be honored by their deap.:.
students must achieve a high; •
academic standing based on a
4.0 grading system. She was.
one of three hundred students,
named for the honor.
Named to the list from
Graves County were Susan C.
Wyatt, Sarah E. Wyatt,
Cynthia E. Sanderson, and
Michael Andrew Hale.
From Marshall County
Bobby D. Copeland and
Martha Gail Cordon were
- named.
organization of the group will
culminate.
Mrs. H. L. Oakley and Mrs.
'Alfred Young actecl as the
social committee and had
made the Fellowship Hall and




J. D. Geurin of Murray has
Jileen dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Toss some seedless green
grapes into a tossed green sall
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, Worship is the ascription, of praise
and honor to God. When God's children
participate in this splendid exercise •
they bring great pleasure and
satisfaction to their heavenly Father.
Exodus 33:9-16., .._
When the children of Israel ceased to
worship God and began to worship the
golden calft they dishonored God-and - -
displeased Him greatly. In so doing
these— sinful: ungrateful., ana
undeserving people .created a breh
between themselves and God. After • .
having delivered the children of Israel
from their oppression and misery in
Egypt, God - had manifested His
presence with them in preserving,
protecting, and providing for them_ in
miraculous ways. Therefore, they were
inexcusable for, treating God as they
did.
Unwilling to overlook or ignore the
wickedness of the Israelites, God
instructed Moses to declare unto them
that they had proved themselves to be a
stiffnecked,people, who really deserved
to be removed from the scene of action.
Longing for them to repent.. of their
great 'sins and to get right with God,
Moses placed the temporary
"tabernacle of the congregation"
outside the camp. The peopTe—sid at
the doors of the4,r7tents and watched
Moses as he entered .the tabernacle.
While, he was communing with God the
cloudy pillar descended to4he door of
"the tabernacle of the congregation,"
whereupon the people "rose up and
ryworshipped. eve' -man in his tent
-door." Truly they sorely, needed to
repent of their great offense against
God, to be restored to the divine favor,'
and to renew their covenant with Him.
God spoke to Moses "as a man
speaketh unto his friend." When Moses
returned to the camp to continue his
ministry with the people, Joshua
-remained in the temporary tabernacle,
but for what reason we cannot say.
Moses was greatly concerned about his
performance of the great task which
God had assigned to him. Aware of the
enormity of - it, as well as being
conscious of his personal limitations,
Moses was vitally interested in knowing
whom God was going to send with him
on that great mission, for which he
considered himself inadequate. Moses
was encouraged and strengthened
when he received the "information that
he had found favor with God in response
to his intercession on behalf of his
people. oft
It is not surprising that, in response to
Moses' great longing and earnest
praying for the assurance of God's
presence with him and his people, God
spoke that marvelously comforting
promise: -My presence shall go with
thee, and I will give thee rest." That
priceless "My` pledged the step-by-
step and heart-to-heart7tellow8hip of
God Himself, Who was certainly able
and willing to supply all of the strength
and -guidance that they would need.
Through the centuries God's people
-- have had a great ,longing for, the
assurance of His presence with them,
and to them He has responded time and
,again graciously and generously with a
precious pcomise such as the one which
He • spoke .to Moses. Not knowing what
difficulties we shall -encounter, what
• burdens we "shall be called upon to bear,
or what trOubles we shall experience, it
is most encouraging and helpful to
recall that God's presence with us
guarantees our safety, strength, and
satisfaction. v: 4
Exodus 3a:29
Moses informed the Israelites that
God wanted His children to have a
special building in which t'o worship
Him, and that He had given him the
detailed plans'for a large and beautiful
tabernacle and its furnishings. All of
them were invited to contribute their
skills, materials, energies, and
finances to be used in the construction
of the tabernacle. Some of them refused
to contribute anything toward the
building of a sanctuary. Many
spontaneously, willingly, voluntarily,
and generously responded by giving
cheerfully for the construction and
furnishing of the tabernacle, and for the
clothing of .the priests. They did so
because of their great love for God.
:Their gifts were the fruitage of
fellowship with God and as an
- expression of grateful worship. So
generous • was the giving of the
Israelites Who loved God that Moses
was obliged to inform them the needs
had been supplied- and additional
contributions were not desired. How
extraordinary! The spacious and
beautiful building was erected and it
.was filled with the glory of the Lord.
5'-
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As a. service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state, and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL-LEVEL
Any senator or representative
-may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
:U21:
_ Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter U. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
1) C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H, Ford
4107 Di rksen BuiIdng
Washington, a C, 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon Hotise Office Bldg.
WaShington, D. C. 20515
STATE I.F.VEI.
State legislators may be reached
In Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by Ilialing
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
f)f the State . Capitol Building,
Frankfort. Ky. 40601. Home
ddresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Mu-may, Ky. 42071
HEARTLINE: I am 61 years old and
will be retiring next year.
My wife passed away two years ago,
and since then, I have thrown all my
energies into my work. Now that I am
going to retire, I am afraid I may sit
around and get bored and feel sorry for
myself. Do you have any help for me?
C.F.
ANSWER: Due to a large number of
questions fc.om single retirees
regarding the pitfalls of being retired
and alone, Heartline has developed free
information on helping the single
retiree. Your copy has already been
sent to you.
Anyone desiring this free information
write to "Heartline — Single," 114 E.
Dayton -SC, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Please send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I have read where
Senator Frank Church has been very
instrumental in helping older
Americans. Has there been any groups
that have recognized his
accomplishments? C.K.
ANSWER: Church' has been
presented the 011ie A. Randall Award.
highest award of the National Council
on the Aging INCOM, in recognition of
his outstanding service on behalf of the
elderly.
Church, a member of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging since 1961,
has served as its Chairman since 1971.
His record of accomplishments , for
the aged cited by Dr. Inabel Lindsay,
NCOA board member and awards
chairperson, includes:
— Sponsorship of the 20 per cent
Social Security increase in 1972 and the
provision to link, automatically, future
benefits with changes in the cost-of-
living index.
— Leading the fight for the two-step
Social Security increase in 1974.
— Initiating legislation to provide an
increase in the level of funding for
widows.
— Sponsoring legislation to provide
disability coverage for disabled Social
Security beneficiaries.
— Sponsoring the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act
legislation in 1967. - -
The 011ie A. Randall Award was
established in 1963 by the NCOA Board
of Directors to recognize those who lead
in advancing the cause of aging.
HEARTLINE: Are there health
insurance policies which cosier only
hospital costs? P.F.
ANSWER: Yes. Many health
insurance policies (including Medicare
supplements) pay only hospital
charges. The policy may pay all or a
percentage of -your hospital charges
directly to the hostlital, or it may pay so
many dollars per day to you while ypu
are hospitalized.
For people who . have problems
understanding their health insurance,
Heartline has developed "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance." It covers
the major questions you will have
concerning the purchase of health
insurance, Medicare supplements,
disability income policies and regular
health insurance policies.' There is also
a policy checklist in this book which will
help you in asking %questions to an
insurance agent that calls on you.
To order a copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance," Rox 4994, Des Moines,
Iowa, 50306. This book is completely
guaranteed.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
Bible Thought
And the vessel that he made of
day was marred in the hand of the
potter: so he made it again another
vessel, as seemed rood to the potter
to make it. Jeremiah Mt
first as surely as the potter makes
something of the clay. Gedloolds
our lives according to His sovereign
rill for our good and for His glory.
. . .
WASHINGTON — While concerned
by rapid escalation of the counterattack
on Jimmy Carter's Mideast peace plan
by the American-Jewish community,
high administration officials privately
warn that Israel's political allies here
fail to understand how committed the
President really is toktis plan.
"They're triing to pressure is in the
same old way-," a high official told us,
•'but the ground rules have changed
and we're not going to buckle."
Accordingly, the stage is being set for
a high-noon confrontation of truly
awesome scope in which both sides are
ekennugh armed to do heavy damage
against the other — but perhaps not
powerful enough to impose their will. A
warning of just such a dangerous
confrontation in the immediate future
will probably be conveyed to President
Carter in the White House this week,
when he receives the highest level of
American-Jewish leadership — a
committee representing the Conference
'of- Presidents of Major Jewish
Organizations.
The Carter _White House mood is
somewhat reminiscent of the
Eisenhower White House mood in those
days of early 1957, after Israel's first
pre-emptive conquest of the Sinai
peninsula in secret consort with the
British and French. Despite threats of
political retaliation from top
Democrats in Congress — led by then-
Senate majority leader Lyndon B.
Johnson — Eisenhower's prestige was
sufficient to compel Israel to withdraw
completely.
But today, except for a territorial
analogy,' the political climate is
different. Israel is by far the strongest
military state lit the Mideast and the
pro-Israel lobby here is much better
organized. Far worse, there is not much
sign of any change in the real attitude of
Menahem Begin, the new prime -
minister .of Israel, despite one signal
after another sent from the Carter
White House or State Department.
For weeks, the Carter admin4ration ts.
has counted on the clarity of the
principal elements of the President's
settlement plan to do one of two things:
win over the support of at least an
Lookingl3ack
10 Years Ago
Bids for the construction of the dam
to be builLon the middle fork of Clark's
River are now being received at the
East Fork Clark's River Watershed
Conservation District office located in
the Swann Building in Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hontas
Leona Crutcher.
Felix Perrin of the Soil Conservation
Service, Murray, was the speaker at
the meeting "of the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Marriages announced include Leah
Caldwell to Paul Arnold Beckwith on
July 1 at the First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy, Frank
Michael, to' Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Wilkins on July 5.
201 ears Ago
Bernard C. Harvey was welcomed as
the new administrator of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospitill at a dinner
meeting of the Medical Staff and the
Executive Committee of the hospital.
Deaths reported include Hafford
Parker, age 56, Mrs. Albert Ellison, age
71, and Joe Lan'Easter, age 76.
Dr. Phillip Crawford has been
assigned as a flight surgeon at the,
Naval Air Station, Washington, D. C.
Births reported include a girl, Cheryl
Joan, to Mr. and Mrs. Euel D. Burkeen
on June 27, a boy, Robert Wayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove on June 27,
and a boy, William Morris, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Frank Steely on June 29.
Eugene Fielder celebrated his third
birthday yesterday with the first order
of homemade pizza ever served in
Murray, according to his father, Orvis
Fielder, who cooked it at the Murray
Grill.
30 Years Ago
= Miss Carolyn Carte5, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W Z. Carter of Murray, was
crowded as "Miss West Kentucky" at
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
sponsored style show-beauty contest at
Roducah's Columbia Theatre last
night. Second place went to Mildred
Padgett, daughter of Mrs. Genella
Lawrence of Hardin.
A new bus service Will be started in
Murray on July 12, according to
officials of the Murray Transit
Corporation.
Virginia Crawford is dietitian and
Charlene Orr and Beth Broach are
camp counselors at Camp Bear Creek
on Kentucky Lake this summer.
The West Murray Homemakers Club
voted to divide into two clubs at the
meeting held at the home of Mrs. Will
Broach. Mrs. 011ie Brown , will be
president of the South Murray Club. and
Mrs. Ottis Patton will be president of,
the North Murray Club at the start of
the club year in September.
%
•
important part of the American-Jewish
leadership; or modify the position
(seen here as intolerably harsh) of
Prime Minister Begin's insistence that
the West Bank — populated by 600,000
Palestinian Arabs — belongs to Israel.
With Begin's visit only two weeks off,
officials here have grown forlomabout
his flexibility, and the record appears
to support them. For example, on June
26, the authoritative Jewish
Telegraphic Agency reported that
Begin told the Zionist General Council
in Jerusalem that Israel had "a good
chance" to hang on to the West Bank
and to block any Palestinian state in its
debate with the American
administration.
The next day Moshe Dayan,
maverick politician named by Begin
as foreign minister, wa,s reported by a
leading Israeli newspaper, Yediot
Achronot, as having drafted a new
Israeli "peace" plan based on Israel's
"permanent" retention of the West
Bank and carefully phased withdrawals
from the Golairand Sinai.
While Israel's new leadership
desperately tries to devise new
formulas to compromise Begin's
conviction that the West Bank belongs'
to Israel with Jimmy Carter's
insistence that Israel withdraw,
Israel's allies here are mobilizing
American political opinion. What
concerns administration leaders is
their perception that the tactics used to
do this fail to show an appreciation of
how serious the President is and how
different U. S. - Israeli politics of 1977
are from earlier times of stress.
One top official who shares that
concern is Vice President Mondale,
designated the Mideast- 'tioint-man -by
Mr. Carter. Others who agree are high
in the National Security Council and the
State Department.
These officials resent the effort being
made to split the Oval Office from the
State Department or the President
from national security adviser
'Zbigniew Brzezinski.
They also resent Israeli complaints
that Mr. Carter is making exhorbitant
demands on them — but none on the
Arabs. This, too, reflects the opinion of
Mondale. Mondale told Dr. Joseph
Sternstein, president of the Zionist
Organization (and a member of the
Conference of Presidents), last week
that Mr. Carter has spetit hours
defining with- Arab leaders precise
ways to fashion "peaceful conditions"
between Israel and its Arab neighbors.
With Israeli withdrawal always
conditioned on true peace, thetlements
of peace insisted on by the President
include recognized sovereignty of
Israel, diplomatic exchange, trade and
cultural relations.
"The Arabs haven't said no," one
presidential adviser told us, "and this





Murray Ledger & Times Mid
We were looking through some old
newspapers the other day and ran
across the following item in the August
17, 1921, edition of the Mayfield
Messenger.
The headline read Attention, Soda
Fountains, The Late War Is Over, and
the article said:
"The soda fountains at Paducah have
announced that on account of the war
being over, they have reduced the
prices of ice cream sodas from 15 cents
to 10 cents and coca-cola (sic) and
limeades to 5 cents each.
"The Mayfield public is surprised to
know that something has gone down in
price at Paducah before it did in
Mayfield, because it has been a fact
that all through the past the Mayfield
businessmen could boast that almost
any article under the sun could be
bought cheaper at Mayfield ,than in
Paducah.
"War prices are still in effect at the
Mayfield soda fountains, but it is
believed that it is merely an oversight
on their part that they have not reduced
the prices."
0+0
What's funny to us is that Murray was
not even mentioned and everyone
knoivs that Murray merchants have
always offered better quality products
at bargain prices unmatched in either
Mayfield or Paducah.
0+0
Which cost you more? Housing?
Education.? Transportation? Food?
Medical Care? Government? A recent
study by the tax foundation estimates
that the average taxpayer works 2
hours 42 minutes of each 8 hour day just
to pay taxes. He works another hour_
and a half to have. a roof over his head,
69 minutes to feed his family. and 40
minutes to ride rather than walk. He
works only 26 minutes to stay health`Y
(medical costs) 25 minutes for clothes-
and 20 minutes to play golf
(recreation). That leaves 49 minutes
for education and all the rest.
The tax foundation says the total tax
bite for every household in the country
will average, $9,607 ilk 1977 up almost
$1,000 from last year. Federal taxes
have -jumped almost 1,000 per cent
since 1950 and state and local taxes
even more.
The Commerce Department
announced that the net debt in the
country comes to $15,400 for every man,
woman and child. A debt that is up 3
trillion dollars from last year, with the
government adding to the total faster
than the private sector. That is $61,000
for a family of four.
A four day week? At these prices
wtfat is needed is al day week or to
take away Uncle's charge cards.
0+0
• We were chastised this morning by
local golfer, sometimes engineer and
architect, Ted Billington for something
we said in yesterday's column. We were
talking about the Supreme Cotirt ruling
'which will permit attorneys to
advertise discreetly and said 'M that
column:
-Indeed, advertising is employed
with effectiveness and dignity by many
other professionals, including
engineers and bankers."
Ted informed us, however, that the
engineering society prohibits
advertising by its members. We
apologize' to Ted and all his fellow
engineers but we must give this
warning: Look out, because the
Supreme Court may be looking at you
next.
Today In History Friday. July 8
By The AssociaterPress 
Today is Friday, July 8, the 189th day
of 1977. There are. 176 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, in World War
TWo, the government of Norway moved
to London after 62 days of resisting Nazi
invaders.
On this date:
In 1663, King Charles the Second of
England granted a charter to Rhode
Island.
In 1822, the English poet, ,Percy
Shelley, drowned when his boat
capsized in the Italian Gulf of Spezzia.
In 1919, President Woodrow Wilson
received-a tumultuous welcome in New
York after his return from the
Versailles Peace Conference.
In 1944, the Pacific War Battle of
Saipan was won by American forges.
In f969, Inshops and priests of the
Church of Englund defeated a pronosal
for unification with the' Methodist
Church, •
In 1973, the United States announced
that postal service with mainland China
had been restored after being
suspended for 2,5 years.
'Ten years ago: New lighting broke
out between Egypt and Israel along the
Suez Canal and both sides called for an
urgent session of the United Nations
Security Council to help restore order.
Five years ago: South Vietnamese
forces were running into stiff resistence
in their attempt to recapture Quang Tri
City front the Communists.
One year ago: The appelate division
of the New York State Supreme Court
disbarred former President Richard
Nixon on charges related to the
Watergate scandal.
Today's birthdays:" Former Vice
president Nelson Rockefeller is. 69
years old. Singer Steve Lawrence is 42.
Thought for today: A good storyteller
is a person who ha"s a good memory and
hopes other people haven't — Irvin
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WKHA 35 Barbourville 12
WK LE 48 Boston-Butler 64
MIKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
WKMA 35 Falmouth 58
INKMR 38 Louisa 10
WKMU 21 Pineville  8























MANCE ','Music from America"
Leonard Berstein and the New




This program portrays the di-
ferent childbirth methods and
experiences of four couples.





12:30/11:30 p.m. NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED SERIES "Sci-
ence III: The Atom" (R. from
Tues.)
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES "Lit-
erature I. Prose-Style and Tone"
(R. from Thu.)
2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
FILMS "Lust for Evil" Alain
Delon is seen as a murder who
assumes the identity of his vic-
tim. (A. •frosseSst.)
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-




SHOWCASE "Giving Birth" (R.
from Fri.) (Captioned)
6:00/5:00 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE "Visions of Tomor-
row" Philippe Cousteau exam-
ines the future of the planet.
(Final showAp IMMO
6:30/5:30 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW (R. from
Fri.)
7:00/6:00 WALL ". STREET
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
7:30/6:30 TBA
8:00/7:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
FILMS "Rules of the Game"
Director -Jean..irRenoir pleys-_a
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabeedbors who Wee met
received Weir beme-delhiewid
copy ef The Menwy larepre
Times by 5:30 p. S. Nealisry-
Friday as by 3:31'p. OS
Serfwdeys as. urged to cal
753-1114 betimes 5:30 p. rn
end 6 p. a., Meadory-Friday,
or 3:30 p. a. and 4 p...
Saturdays, to insure delivery
of lie newspaper. Calls west
be pieced by 6 p. rn week-
days or 4 p. ie. Sensurdays to
perootee delivery.
major role in a film that satirizes
the social and sexual mores of
the leisure class prior to World
War II.
10:00/9:00 AT THE TOP
"Keith Jarrett" (Last show of
the series) ("Bluegrass Oluegras"

















1:30/12:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "The Prince and the
Pauper" Edward is found
wandering the streets of London
and is dragged to the Canty ho-
vel, while Tom's talk of being
iusta beggar- cOnvirites the court
that the young prince has gone
mad
2:00/1:00 THE AGE-OF UN-
CERTAINTY "The Mandarin
Revolution" - (R. from Thu.)
3:00/2:00 LE'GACY: THE
YEAR OF THE BICENTEN-
NIAL A documentary look at
the events of last year's celebra-
tion of the Bicentennial.-
4 :00/3 :0‘) NOVA "The Ho:-
Blooded Dinosaurs" Scientists
who hunt dinosaur fossils say
we've got it all wrong, dinosaurs
were hot-blooded, successful
animals and are still alive today
as birds! (Captioned) (R. from
Wed.) -
5:00/4:00 FALL OF EAGLES
"Absolute Beginners"- While
Nicholas hides behind a reign of
terror. Lenin forges the machin-
ery of the BolsheVik Revolution.
(R. on Tue.)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN (R. on Mon.)
6:30/5:30 COOK IN CAJUN




8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
"Clarnma Dale" Clamma Dale,
most recently (leis in this'year's
award-winning revival of "Porgy
and Bess," joins Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston Pops.
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE THE-
ATRE: POLDARK Ross Poi-
dark's trial begins, and the War-
leggans are concerned about
_heir star witness and about
Demelza s appeal to speak the













6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
"Interior Motive" Sherlock
Holmes investigates methods of
probing the earth's interior.
7:30/6:30 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 ,WORLD WAR I
"The Doomed Dynasties- The
last generation of autocrats, the
royal families of Europe, in the
final moments of their fairy-
tale existence.
8:00/7:00 COOK IN' CAJUN
-Pork"





HER E'S HOW "Lesson Six"-
10:00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN (R. from Sun)
10:30/9:30 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Power Tools"












6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A Visit




7:30/6:30, FALL OF EAGLES
"Absolute Beginners" (R from
Sun.)
8:30/7:30 ANYONE FOR TEN-
NYSON A visit with Sit John
Begelman, Poet Laureate or
England.
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATER
"The Gondoliers" David Lloyd-
Jones conducts the Royal Phil-
harmonic Orchestra in this per,
formance of the Gilbert and














6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
-The Atlantis Connection"
_ _7:00/6:00 THE NACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 WORLD WAR I
"Atrocity 1914" The German
. invasion of Belgium and the
occupation of that neutral
country horrified England and
America.
8:00/7:00 A. ICENTUCKY PRO-
FILE .'Tom Gish, Editor" Tom
Gish, editor of "The Mountain
Eagle," discusses his concerns
and perspectives on the people




Boston - Symphony" Leonard
Bernstein_ conductl a perfor-





The American composer Irv-
ing Berlin was born •Israel Ba-
line in Temun. Russia, .in 1888.
He came to New York City in






Order Pirate's Dozen from. Long John
Silver's and you can count on 13 delicious
boneless whitemeat Chicken Planks Or
crispy Chicken Peg Legs
Pirate's Dozen is perfect
for you to enjoy on the
patio, at a picnic or at any
of our Seafood Shoppes So come to
Long John Silver's and bring a big appe
tite But don't bnng a lot of money
cLonggohnSilverx
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
9-9 Moc-Sst, Equal Opportunity Ermtuyer -
1-6 Son. Limit Rights Reserved "Acres of Free Parking
Reg. 17.88 Now
"FREE BIG K T-SHIR1
Lots of great sneaker styles
to choose from. Be sure to
see our colorful. "Flint-
stones.'' • for kids, better-
grade basketballs, and fami-
ly loggers . tust a few of
the styles available for ev-
ery family member. Sizes for
the whole family.

















safety' Soft, safe, strong






Watch them race acro”,4he floor































COMPLETELY tNUTRiTlOUS 3 • .„,_
lor all dogs / 
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All members of the Murray
Swim Team are requested to
be present at 6:30 a. m.
Saturday morning at the
Nhirray-('alloway Park pool.
The team will be having a
dual meet at Owensboro.
The meet will begin at 10 a.
m. and will last until ap-
proximately 2 p. m.
The transportation will be
provided by bus and the cost to
each individual making the
trip will be four dollars.
Each member of the team is
reminded to bring along a
nonperishable sack lunch. For






The hours for swimming ip
the Murray-Calloway Paitk
swimming fyoul will be ex-
tended beginning on Saturday.
July 16.
The 'pool will remain open
until 10 p. m. each Saturday
night.
The Park and Recreation
Department would like to
extend an invitation to
everyone to come out and take

























Sithorivid North Sender Canoe
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
4 „
- OIN •••- 
ALL IN THE FAMILY-The Farris girls, Laura on the left and Lisa on the right, have been a winning combination for the Murray
Swim Team this summer. In the win Thursday, Laura, swimming in the eight-and-under division, scored 20 points while Lisa, in the
10-and-under division scored 18 points.
Stiff Plaates bylk. Bramilaa)
Tanana Gets Shelled By
Twins, Hunter Gets Win
By BERTilOSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
Frank Tanana acted like
Little Boy Blue,
Tanana, the spirited, ycaing
California left-hander, was
uncharacteristically downcast
after his worst pitching
performance of the season
Thursday night as the Angels
were-Waren by the Minnesota
Twins 8-6.
After being battered out in
the fourth inning, his earliest
knockout in 20 'starts this
season, Tanana waved and
made an uncomplimentary
gesture to the Minnesota
crowd amidst a chorus of
boos.
"L happen to like Tanana
personally and as a player,
but I hate to see him or anyone
of that caliber, act like a little
boy," said Twins Manager
Gene Mauch.
Tanana later apologized for
his actions. "I had no business
doing what I did," he said
contritely.' -It was uncalled
for. I guess it was the
frustration of not doing the-job
I'm capable of doing."
Meanwhile, New York's
Sign Players
- 'CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Cleveland Barons have signed
their top two choices in this
year's National Hockey
League draft.
Mike Crombeen, the No. 1
draft pick, and Daniel
Chicoine, the No 2 choice,
have signed multi-year
contracts, the club said
Thursday. Both players are
right wings.
BOXING
NEW YORK - Ken Norton
and Jimmy Young, the tap-
ranked heavyweight
contenders, will fight Nov. 5 at
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas,
promoter 3son King
announced.
Each fighter will get more
than 81 million, although the
exact figures have not been
disclosed.
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Catfish Hunter did what he is
capable of doing. The Yankees
right-hander pitched- a four-
hitter for his best showing .of
the _season as New York
pounded Cleveland 8-2 for its
.11th straight triumph over the
Indians in two seasons.
'I'm encouraged because
my anti felt good," said
-Hunter; who has. been plagued
by arm trouble virtually all
season. "That's the most
important thing. When my
arm feels geed, it makes my
whole body -feel good. I was
hitting my spots and making
good pitches."
In other AL games, the
Boston Red Sox moved into a.
virtual second-place tie in the
East with idle Baltimore, one
game . behind New York,
downing' the Toronto Blue
Jays 5-2 Sand the Texas
Rangers battered the Oakland
A's 8-3.
The Milwaukee at Kansas
City game was rained out.
"Tanana wasn't himself,"
Minnesota's Butch Wynegar
said after collecting three hits
and driving in three tuns.
Tanana was far from his
best. He was shelled for eight
hits and five runs in 3 2-3
innings. The loss dropped the
record of the AL's winningest
pitcher , - and probable
starter in the All-Star Game -
to 12-6. It was only the fourth
time he -failed to go the
distance.
Meanwhile, Hunter's
complete game effort was
only his fourth in 11 stars and
raised his record to 573.
New York outfielder
Piniella blasted a two-run
homer for the Yanks, Paul
Blair rapped a two-run triple
and Graig Nettles drove in two
runs with a pair of singles.
Schmidt Has Reached Base 22
Of His Last 26 Times At Bat
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Mike Schmidt never has
enjoyed playing baseball
more - but the same cannot
be said of the pitchers he
faces.
Sclunidt's bat has .been a
thorn in the side of National
League moundsmen of late,
and Thursday night he
continued to-bring more grief
to them.
The red-hot Philadelphia
Phillies' slugger smashed a
three-run homer, leading a 6-4
victory over the New York
Mets, and afterwards
confessed, "rm having more
fun-now than I've ever had in
baseball."
Schmidt's euphoria is
understandable. He has been
on base .22 of his last 26 at-bats
and admits: "I'm placing all
the pressure on the guy on the
mound. I'm hitting. He knows
I'm a tough out now."
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs
defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-0, the San
Francisco Giants trimmed the
San Diego Padres 5-1 and the
Los Angeles Dodgers beat.the
Houston Astros 7-4.
Schmidt socked his homer in
the third inning, and Greg
Luzinski's single and an error
Red Sox 5, Blue Jays 2
Carlton Fisk drove in three
runs with his 16th homer of the
seioon and a sacrifice By and
Jim Rice collected three hits,
including his 206 homer, as
Boston completed a three--
game sweep over Toronto.
Fisk homered off loser Jesse
Jefferson, 5-8, after Rice
doubled off the centerfield
wall in the seventh.
Red Sox' relief ace Bill
Campbell pitched three
scoreless innings for his 16th
save, preserving the victory
for Bob Stanley, 5-3.
Rangers 8, A's 3
Toby Harrah broke a 3-3 tie
with a three-eun homer in the
sow, inning, then cracked a
,olo homer in the seventh,
powering Texas past Oakland.
Texas reliever Roger Moret,
injured most of the season,
pitched 3 1-3 innings of hitless
ball for his first victory.
produced the winning runs in
the fourth for Philadelphia.
Garry Maddox opened the
Phillies' third with a single
and took third on Larry
Bowa's double. Schmidt then
hit his 25th homer of the
season, giving the PhIllies a 3-
0 lead against Nino Espinosa,
4-7.
Cubs 2, Cardinals 0
Rick Reuschel recorded his
12th victory and Larry
Biittner smacked his second
homer in as many.games as
Chicago defeated St. Louis..
Staked to a first-inning
unearned run, ReuschaL who
has lost twice, struggled all
the way, allowing nine hits,
and retired the tide in order
only twice. The shutout ran his
streak of scoreless innings to
162-3.
Giants 5, Padres 2
Rookie left-hander Bob
Knepper teamed with Randy
Moffitt on a five-hitter as San
Francisco snapped an eight-
game losing streak by beating
San Diego.
Knepper, 2-3, had a one-hit
shutout until Gene Tenace's
double, Bill Almon's single
and Mike Champion's double-
play grounder produced San
Diego's -run in the fifth. He
allowed five hits through eight
innings. Moffitt pitched the
ninth.
The Giants, going without
an error for the first time in 14
games, got a two-run single
from Gary Thomasson.
Dodgers 7, Astros 4
Dusty Baker belted a two-
run homer to cap a five-run
first inning, leading Los
Angeles over Houston. Doug
Rau, 9-1, 'earned his fourth
straight victory, but was
tagged for 13 hits, including
two home runs, in 7 2-3
innings. Charlie Hough
preserved the victory with his
19th save.
Free for the' Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE



















730 P.M. Beauty Contest— Lovett Auditorium
MONDAY, JULY 11, 1977
.5:00 PM. -- 4-H Rabbit Show
7-00P.M. Official Opening
7-00 P.M. — 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977
10:00 A.M. -- Jersey Cattle Sho;iv
7-00 P.M. -- Demolition Derby
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1977
10;00 A.M. Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. — Open Rabbit Show ,
5.00 P.M. -- Family Night
7:00 P.M. — All American Rough Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977
1 :00 P.M. -- Kiddies Day
P.M. -- 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M. Horse & Mule Pull
FRIDAY, JULY 15, 19,77
„10:00 A.M. Bef Coyle shows.
7:00 P.M. - Music Show
SATI.,RDAY, JULY 16,1977
I 0:00 A.M. Hog Show
)-00 A.M. Farm Bureau Day








. $ 3,000. 00 -00,43 t





Drawing each night for $500.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
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Murray Swim Team Gets
Win Over Ohio County
The Mutray Swim Team,
after losing to a talented
Bowling Green team two
weeks ago and then last week
dropping a close meet to
Paducah, got back in the win
column Thursday at the
Murray-Calloway Park pool.
Murray racked up 359 points
to easily win a dual meet over
Ohio County, which had 248
points. The win evens the
Murray record at 2-2 for the
season.
Three places were awarded
in each individual event with a
first place being worth five
points, a second place worth
three points and one point
given for third. In the relays,
the winning team was given
all „seven points.
Two local swimmers scored
a total of 2.0 points. Laura
Farris picked up 20 points in
the eight-and-under girls'
division while in the 10-and-
under boys' division, Chris
Franklin had 20 points.
Mark Whiteford, Martha
Pitman and Charlotte Shroat
all scored M points while Lisa
Farris had 18, Roby Ray 17
and Charla Walston 15. •
. Lisa Farris, Franklin,
Shroat, Whiteford, Pitman
and Ray all wan -three in-
dividual events.
The swimmers will leave
from the pool at 6:30 a. m.
Saturday for a meet at
Owensboro.
The competition will be
quite tough. Approximately 10
of the top swimmers from
Ohio County will he swimming
for one of the Owensboro
teams.
After the meet at Owen-
sboro tomorrow, the Mursay
swimmers will be at Paducah




$ and wider: 1. Laura Farris, Cherie
Walston, Liz Marquardt and Shannon
Christopher.
10 and under: 2. Use Farris, Heidi
Barrett, Mel Jackson and Leslie
Franklin. .
12 and undee: 1. Charlotte Shroat,
Suzaruie Pitman, Anne Scboecifeldt and
Missy Conner.
14 and under: 1. Kathy Walston; Mar-
tha Pitman, Tam Harrington and Kim
McCoart.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray, Julie Billington,
Kathy May and Emily Gore.
hew,*
6 and under: 17 Megan Cappodt. 2.
Mary Morgan.
II and under: 1. Laura Fan-is. 2. Shan-
non Christopher.
band wider: I. Lisa Farris.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte ShroaL ,
14 and under: 1. Martha Pitman. 2.
Kim McCoart.
15-18: 1. Robyn Ray. 2. Julie
Ihedisireke
; and under: 1. Laura Farris. 2. Cherie
Waimea's
10 and under: 1. Elsa Farris.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat.
14 and under: 1. Martha Pitman. 2.
Kim McCoart.
15-18: 1. Robyn Ray. 2. Julie
Balbngtcn
away
8 and under: 1. Charts WaLston. 2.
Laura Farris.
10 and wider: I. Ilea F.arriii.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shyest.
14 and under: 1. Martha Pitman. 3.
Kim McC-oart.
15-18: 1. Robyn Ray. 3. Emily Gore.
eweiswee
8 and wider: 1. Charla Walston. 2.
Laura Farris. 3. Stacy Barber.
10 and under: 2. Leslie Franldin.
12 and under: 2. &121/11bat Pitman. 3.
Caroline Schoentakk.
14 and under: 1. Kathy Walston. 9.
Tillie Harrington.
15-18: 2. Julie Billington.
Sand under: 1. Shannon Christopher.
3, Liz Marquardt.
10 and under: 3. Lisa Farris.
bland wider: 2. Missy Conner.
14 and under: 2. Kathy Walston. 3.
Shannon Bartlett.
15-18: 2. Susan Snyder.
immenain
8 and under: 1. Shannon Christopher,
Megan Cannock, Laura Farris and Bidfy
Fitts.
10 'and under: 2. Mel Jackson, Leslie
Franklin, Margy 'Burchfield and Lisa
Ferns.
12 and under: 1. Missy Conner, Suzan-
ne Pitman, Anne Schoenfeldt and
Charlotte Strait.
14 and under: 1. Kathy Walston, Mar-
tha Pitrnanapni McCaert and Christine
Grogan.
15-111: 1. Robyn Ray, Julie Billington,
Debbie Henry and Emily Gore.
111•0' buslis
Noes/ Realey
8 and under: 1. Eric Easley, Woody
Callahan, 11m Greer and Eric Abazoria.
10 and under: 2. Chris Franklin, Jim
Whitlow, Rob Marquardt and Eric
Abazoris
12 and under: 2. Chris Franklin, Mike
Holloway, Jim Whitlow and Todd Bar-
tlett.
14 and under I. Andy Dunn, Mark
Whiteford, Mark Bussing and Kent
Eversmeyer.
15-18: I. Chip Furches, Clay Furches,
Mark Peebles and Alan Warner.
Froostyls
6 and under : I. Tripp Nix.
Sand wider: 1. Eric Abazoris. 3. Tim
Greer.
10 and under: 1. Chris Franklin.
12 and under: 2. Mike Holloway.
14 and under: 1. Mark Whiteford. 2.
Mark Bussing. 3. Andy Dunn.
15-18: 2. Mark Peebles. 3. Alan War-
ner.
Ilasistrehe
Sand wider: 2. Eric Abazoris.
10 and under: 2. Chris Franklin.
12 and under: 1. Mike Holloway. 2.
Todd Bartlett.
14 and under: 1. Mark Whiteford. 2.
Kent Eversmeyer.
15-18: 2. Clay Furches.
wibiewaiew,
and under: 2. Eric Abazoris. 3.
Woody Callahan.
10 and under: 1. Chris Franklin.
12 and under: 2. Mike Holloway. 3.
Todd Bartlett.
14 and under: 1. Mark Whiteford. 3,
Mark Hussung.
15-18: 1. Clay Furches. 2, Mark
Peebles.
. ireartrivis
and under: 1. Aaron Barrett. 3.
WoodY Callahan.
10 and wider: 1. ChOs Franklin. 3. Jim
Whitlow.
12 and under: 2. Todd Bartlett. 3. Mike
Holloway.
14 and under: 2. Mark Hussung.
1.5-18: 1. Chip Furches
111~11,
Sand under: 3. Eric Easley.
10 and under: 3. Jim Whitlow.
12 and wider: 2. Mike Holloway.
14 and under 3. Kent Eversmeyer
15,-18: 1. Alan Warner. 3. Chip Furches,
Prositylit Way
Band under : 1. Eric Easley, Trip'', Nix,
l'im Greer and Eric Abazeris.
10 and under: Jim Whttlow, Tim
Greer; Eric T•Abitzoris and Chris
. Franklin.
12 and wider: 2. Jim Whitlow, Mike
Holloway, Todd Bartlett and Chris
Franklin.
14 and under: 1. Andy Dunn, Mike
Whiteford, Mark Bussing and Knit
Eversmeyer.
15-18: 1. Qiip FWTIMS, Clay Furches,
Mark Barber and Alan Warner.
. SOCCER
NEW YORK - Gordon
Bradley resigned as coach of
the Cosmos and was replaced
by Eddie Firmani, who
resigned recently as coach of











SINGING IN THE TUB?-Actually, Merit Peebles isn't singing M the rain or the bethtvb. He's
just getting a little air, which we might odd, is well-deserved. Peebles took second piece in the
15-11 individual medley, the toughest event in s swim meet. In the I.M., a swimmer in the 15-11
groom swims Minster: in each of the foes basic strokes.
•
(Stuff Plates sty ea. emstiss)
Ailsa's Seaside Monster Just




1API - Hypnotized by -a
benign sun and a baby's
breath, Ailsa's seaside
monster has been turned into




The Pirates and A's picked
„up wins in Kentucky League
play Thursday.
In the opener, Dennis
Thurmond and Mike Wilkins
combined on the hill .to spark
the Pirates to a 44 Win over
the Cards.
Thurmond pitched five
innings and fanned nine men
while 'Wilkins hurled one
frame and fanned three.
Wilkins had a two-run single
in the fourth for the big blow
for the Pirates.
For the 'Pirates, Steve
Wells, Todd Contri did
Wilkins all had one hit while
for the Cards, Rick Grogan
had two hits and Malone one.
In the second game, the A's
ripped the Twins 23-2. Cochran
got the win for the A's and
fanned 10 batters in four in-
nings. The only hit for the
Twins was by Randolph.
For the A's, Hopkins, Kelso,
Cochran and Bolen all had
three hits while Whited,
Keesler and Eldridge,,,had two.
















Start with vanilla ice
cream...as much as the







4riy way you like
it! A sundae creation
of your very own for
Just 19e! A great





Not in all the 106 years of its
existence has this crochety old
golf championship been
subjected to such irreverence.
Led by a pack of fairway_
vandals off the US, tour, the
hide has been ripped off one of.
the game's most ancient
traditions and spread under a
torrid Scottish sun to dry.
Eliminate the uncertainty of
the elements and Britain's
craggy, rock-ribbed and sand-
dotted links are no more
perilous than the pleasant
municipal courses weekend
duffers tackle back in the
States.
Turnberry's Ailsa Course
this week makes Breckinridge
Park in San Antonio, where
Mike Souchak and others shot
60 without taking a hitch in
their breeches, look like a
jungle obstacle course.
For all the challenges
imposed, the 1977 British
Championship could be the
Tallahassee Open or the
Dekalb ,County weekly turkey
shoot.
A journeyman pro who had
never won one of the normal
tour events, John Schroeder.
went out on the first day and
beat the course to death with a
four-under-par 66. Seven
others were in the 60s.
On Thursday, a mild-
Reds, Cubs Grab
Park League Wins
The Cubs and Reds picked
up wins in Park League play
Thursday evening.
In the first contest, the Cuh
edged past the Mets 39-35.
Chris Nix had six bits to lead
the winners while- TraQ
Banks, Jody Burkeen, John
McMillen, Darren Clark, Lee'
McManus and Tony Cloys al:
-had five hits. Shey Ellis, Jasor
Hunfand Art Bailey had four
hits.
For the Mets, Rodne
Skinner paced the way with
siV hits', two of which were
homeruns. Mike Garland and
Joey McCallon had five hats -
while Mike Huey, Tony Wad('
Kenny Hainsworth and Joh;
Imes' all had four hits. With
three hits were Jarred Whitc. •
Angela. Whited, Brian -
Harrison and Brad King. Scott
Wallis had two--hits to round
out the attack for the Mets
In the second contest, the;
Reds won 28-23 over tht
Twins.
For the Reds, Mike }ton-
dratko, Eric Grogan, Mit( I
Cauley and Brooks Barton had
four hits while Shayne Morris.
Ronnie King, Jeff butharn.
Mark Wallace and Jeff Rogers
all had three hits. With tw
hits. were Greg Futrell, Jeff
Swan, Stephen Frye, Ricky
Moss and Donnie Alley wink
l,isa Martin' added One. •
For the Twins, Mark Miller.
Pat Gupton and Don Bro(
had four hits with one of
Miller's hits being a homermi
With three hits were Jirnin
Tripp, Stephen Shaw, Sear
Moore, David Overbey and
.MickauBrawn. With two hits
were Chad Harrier, David
Whiteford, Richard Stout.
Scott Lance and Jason Woods
5.
Arnold Palmer Fires 67 To Move




(AP) - Arnold Palnier, 47-
year-old veteran who has won
this tournament twice, fired a
67 that included a back nine of
five-under-par 30, and took the
early clubhouse lead today in
the third round of the British
Open golf tournament.
After his three-under-par
round today, Paltrier stood at
213, three over for the
tournament. After making the
turn at 37, two over, Palmer
birdied Nos. 11, 13, 15, 17 and
18 without a bogey.
Palmer's early lead was
bound to vanish, however,
with the second-round leaders
starting late in the pack.
mannered young man named
Mark Hayes, never a serious
threat to Jack Nicklaus and
Tom Watson, shot the lowest
round ever in . the
championship with a 63. He
should have had a 62, cutting
three strokes off the
tournament, record set by
Henry Cotton in 1914 and since
tied by others, but he got
careless and bogeyed the final
hole. •
Why the low scores? No
wind and rain.
The British Open
traditionally is the pawn of the
weather. Cold blasts sweep in .
off the 'sea. Gusts reach 70
mileS an hour. Fickle, swirling
winds turn the most perfectly
grOQVed shots into ditasters.
But this year, instead of the
capricious gusts, Turnberry
got weather as calm and
humid as a summer afternoon
in Miarin.
_
Three of the overnight
leaders birdied the first hole.
Jack Nicklaus, who began'
the third round at 138, one shot
behind leader Roger Maltbie,
birdied the 355-yard, par-four
first hole when he hit a
pitching wedge to within five
feet of the pin and holed his
putt. Nicklaus was three
under at that point.
Mark Hayes, 139 after two
rounds, sank a birdie putt
from 15 feet °lithe first hole to
go two under.
George Burns, at even-par
140 after two rounds, had a
string of birdie-bogey-birdie-
birdie on the first four holes to
go two under for the
tournament. Hubert
Green-going ,into the third
round at 138-took a
horrendous triple-bogey seven
'at No. 1 and went one-over.
Lee Trevino, also at 138,
parred the first hole, as did
Maltbie.
Gaylord Burrows, an
Englishman playing out of the
United States, went to even
par with a birdie at the second
hole, a 428-yard par-four
John O'Leary of Ireland was
among the early finishers and
stood at 215, five over par.
TENNIS
BAASTAD, Sweden -
Corrado Barazutti dropped e
close first set, then rallied and
beat Austrian Hans Kary to
reach the quarter-finals of the
$75,000 Swedish Open Tennis
Championship.
Luxury Car Sale -
All Local Trade-Ins
1976 Ford T-Bird, like new.
1975 Continental Mach IV, Moonroof.
1975 Continental Mach IV, extra clean.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 28,000 miles.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, 50,000 miles.
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, only $2,100.00.
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeViHe, $1500.00.
1970 Linzoln Continental, 4 door, $1500.00.
Lots of Buicks, Pontiac:, Mercury:, Ford & Chevrolets
All priced to sell
See...




Your Franchised Dealer For Lincoln-Mercury-Capri-Toyota-GMC Tfucks
515 South 12th St. 7534%1
e believe
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In Pony League Games
• Robert -Santagado and
- Eddie Rhodes stole the show
in the pony League Thursday
night. •
Santagado fanned 15 batters
and walked just three as he
hurled the Indians to a,10-2 win
over the Astros. Rhodes
, struck out 13 and walked one
as he pitched the Phils to a 9-0
• win over the Orioles. . .
Santagado, whO hit two
homers in one game this week;
was backed by 15 hits from his
teammates.
The Indians, who have won
four eonsecutiee games to
stand at 4-0 On the second half
of the season, scored a p'air in
the third to go ahead 2-0. Both'
runs came on one swing of the
bat as •Charlie Santagado
ripped a tWo7i:
The Indians a
fourth, two in- tbe fifth then put
the game away with Perin the
sixth. R,bert Santagado.-
Mark Smith, Todd Rutherford
and Ronnie Pace all had run-
scoring hits in the sixth fOr the
Indians. -
Charlie Santagado and
Ronnie Pace each _had three
hits for the Indians while
Robert - Santagado, Mark
Smith and Todd Rutherford
each had two hits. With one hit
were Gary Utley, Bill Ber-
berich and Gil Capote._
--...-....Requarth and McClard each












In the other game, Rhodes
gave up just two hits in firing
his shutout win. '
Doh Hargrove and David
Story had the two hits for the
Orioles.
The Phils got one in the first
as Robin Roberts •had a
ground-rule double .and Bruce
Taylor followed with an RBI
sinkle. The Phils got one more
in the fifth then in the sixth,
posted four runs to go up 6-0.
Marty McCuiston had a
.homer in the sixth for the
Phils with nobody on base.
In the seventh, McCuiston
ripped a two-run homer and
immediately after his four-
bagger, Robin Roberts
followed with a solo Shot.
Roberts had three hits to
JL the ..Phils while Mc-
7Taylor, Steve Walker
and Kim Kendall each had two
hits. With one hit were Tim
Foster and John Frye.
sports




W L Pet. -GB
N York 47 35 .573 -
Boston 44 34 .564 1
Bait 46 36 .561 1
Cleve 37 40 .481 7,2
Milwkee 38 42 .475 8
Detroit 36 44 .450 10
Toronto 30 50 .375 16
West
Chicago 47 32 .595 -
Minn 46 36 .561 .2'2
K.C. 43 36 :544- 4'
Calif 39 39 .500 712
Texas ' 39 41 .488 812
Oakland 34 46 .425 132
Seattle 35 50 .412 15
Thursday's Results
Boston 5,-Toronto 2
New-York 8, Cleveland 2
Minnesota 8, California 6 -
Milwaukee at-Kansas City,
ppd., rain
Sports Deals Texas 8, Oakland 3 -
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
.NEW YORK GIANTS -
Signed Gary Jeter, defensive
tackle, to a series of three one-
year contracts.
. KANSAS CITY CHIEFS -




- Signed Harold Carmichael,
wide receiver, to--41hree one-
year contracts.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS






- Signed Dale Habenivan and





PHILLIES — Signed Bob




Chicago, (Kaapp 7-4i it De-
troit ( Fidrych 6-31. ( twi )
Toronto (Lernanczyk 7-6) at
Cleveland Eckersley 7-71, In)
New York (Guidry 6-4) at
Baltimore (May 10-71, In).
Oakland I Langford 671) at
Kansas City ( Colborn 10-8 ), (n)
Seattle ( Abbott 4-7) at Min-
nesota ( Thormodsgard 6-4),(
Boston (Cleveland 6-4) at Mil-
waukee (Augustine 9-9), (n)_
California (Ryan 11-7) at
Texas (Ellis 4-7), (n)
Saturday's Games
Boston at Milwaukee
Toronto at Cleveland, in) 1,
New York at Baltimore, f rt)- 
Oakland at Kansas City, (n)
Seattle at Minnesota,- ( n1
California at Texas, i




New York at Baltimore
Seattle at Minnesota
Oakland at Kansas City
Boston at Milwaukee, 2










W L Pet. GB
Chicato 50 29
phila 47 32





Los Ang 55 27 .671 -
Cinci 44 35 .557 9".:
Houston 37 46 .446 111,-.:
S Fran 35 48 .422 20' k
S Diego 35 50 .412 21,2
Atlanta 30 51 .370, 241
Thursday's Results
Chicago 2, St. Louis 0
San Francisco 5, San Diegc
Philadelphia 6, New York 4
Los Angeles 7, Houston 4
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St. Louis ( Rasmussen 6-101,1:
Chicago? (Burris 9-8)
Montreal (Twitchell 1-5
New York(Swan 4-6), (fl)
Philadelphia I Christenson 7-
5) at Pittsburgh ( Kison 6-41,
n)
Cincinnati (Capita 1-0) at
Houston (Bannister 4-6),(n)
San Diego (Griffin 5-6) at Los
Angeles (Hooton 7-3, (n)
Atlanta (Niekro 8-9) it San
Francisco (Barr 8-6j, (n)
Saturday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Montreal at New York
Atlanta at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Houston, n
San Diego at Los Angeles,
'n)
Sunday's Games
- Philadelphia at Pittsburgh,2
Montreal at New York
St. Louis at Chicago
Cincinnati at Houston
Atlanta. at San Francisco, 2








NEWPORT, R.I. AP) -
The crews of both EnterPriie
and Australia's Gretel II are
claiming victory in ,an
unofficial 12-meter race in
Rhode Island Sound.
Gretel II was making her
first' runs Thursday since
arriving in Newport last week
when she she met the newest
American yacht being put
through her paces. The boats
faced off in a short race to
windward and downwind.
From one vantage point,
Gretel II appeared to sail
slightly faster to windward
than Enterprise. But at
dockside, the crew of
Enterprise boasted it had
outsailedGretel
The Australians also
riaimed victory when they
arrived at their berth. But
without official observers, no
decision could be made.
The Enterprise is one of
three American 12-nieters
bidding for the right to defend
the Americas Cup. The Gretel
II has been re-designed since
her unsuccessful Cup
challenge in 1970.
Twins, Astros Get Wins In Little League Play
The Twins and Astros picked up wins in Little League ac-
tion Thursday night.
The Astros took a 13-12 win over the Reds with an eight-run
outbreak in the last of the fifth. In the other contest, the
Twins ripped the Yanks 13-4.
In the Astro fifth, Louis Berberich and Ron Frye each had
RBI doubles then Brad Kenyon and Ross James had RBI hits
before David Denton singled in one to tie the score.
The winning run for the Astros came when Hal Orr
doubled.
For the Astros, who close the season at 3-4 in the second
half and 3-11 overall, Orr had three hits while James, Denton,
Berberich, Frye and Kenyon each had one.
For the Reds, 4-3 on the second half and 9-5 overall, David
McMillen had three hits while Jeff Humphreys had two hits
as did Rodney Robinson who also knocked in five runs with
his two hits. Rodney Lamb had one hit to round out the attack
for the Reds.
• In the second game, the Twins scored six in both the second
and third innings and were never threatened by the Yanks.
Gary Galloway fanned eight men and walked two in
registering the win for the Twins, who are 6-1 for the second
half and 12-2 overall.
The big hit in the game for the Twins came in the second
when Ronnie Bryan tripled with the bases jammed. In the
third, Galloway doubled in two while Bryan and Tim Browp.
Norton, Young Friends
As They Sign For Bout
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - "May I
ask a question," said Jimmy
Young. Is there any doubt in
anybody's mind that I'm going
to win this fight?"
The place broke up. Young
grinned. Even Ken Norton
Laughed.
The scene was a news
conference Thursday to
formally announce that Young
and Norton will try to wipe the
smiles off each other's faces
for a lot of money and a shot at
heavyweight champion
Muhammad Mi when they
fight Nov. Sin Las Vegas.
"I'm not going to argue who
is No. 1 or No. 2 contender,"
said Young, who is ranked
second to Norton by the World
Boxing Association and the
World-Boxing Council.
"Nov. 5th's winner of the
fight will be the next
heavyweight champion."
• Ali, who has won disputed
decisions over both fighters in
title defenses, has said he will
fight the winner.
The unknown factor of the
fight — the site — was
answered about an hour
before the news conference
when promoter Don King





FOR BUSINESS IN LAKEWAY SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO UNCLE LEE'S



















/ STOP IN AND SEE OUR MANY
4. 
0 "x30 $ 9b 
(Reg. Retail 552.00) 
DECORATOR LAMPS A SHADES
' +4'
"We took the fight because
it's the best fight anybody can
make in the heavyweight
division, and that includes an
Ali fight," said SklGatherid of
Caesars Palace. The 12-round
fight will be held at the hotel-
casino's sports pavilion which
will seat 5,000.
The bout, which will carry
the richest guaranteed purses
ever for a non-title fight, will
be televised as part of a
boxing tripleheader by ABC
during 2',2 hours of prime-time
viewing. The other bouts have
not been determined.
Retiring. _




announced he is quitting pro
football.
Mansfield played 14 seasons
in the National Football
League, and all but one of
them with the Steelers. He
spent his rookie season with
the Philadelphia Eagles
before joining Pittsburgh.
Mansfield is leaving to
devote more time to selling
insurance, an off-season job
until now. He never missed a
game and played 186
consecutive regularseason
games.
each had one-run hits.
For the Yanks, 5-2 th the second half and 9-5 overall, Nicky
Santagado had three hits and three runs batted in. Mark
Boggess had two hits while Kyle Evans and Andy Parks also
hit safely.
For the Twins, Bryan had three hits and five RBI's while
Galloway and Brown each had one hit.
Tonight, the Pirates will meet the Cubs while the Cards
play the A's in the nightcap.
If the Pirates win tonight, they will win the second half
championship since they defeated the Twins already in the
second half.
And if the Pirates win, then the Pirates and Twins will
meet for the Little League banner at time
Saturday. The time for the game will be-announced in Satur-
day's paper.




University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Sometimes life seems not so much a matter
of living as it does of survival. Length of days
at best is short; therefore, we need to con-
centrate on living each day as a celebration of
life. Burdens become blessings and
tribulations become triumph when Jiving is
life and not limitation.
How about this as a lifestyle: Love in a world
of hate; joy in a world of sorrow; peace in a
world of conflict; long-suffering in a world of
injustice; gentleness in a world of trouble and
violence; goodness in a world of lust; faith in a
world of doubt; meekness in a world of
rebellion; temperance in a world of license.
Where did such a profound pattern for living
originate? With the living God, who knows
more about us than we know about our-
selves. (1 John 3:20). May we suggest that you
look into "the fruits of the Spirit!" (Galatians
5:22.23).
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
TT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A "
NEW OR USED CAR ,
•
We're Backed
By Years of Service
Established ,April 15, 1946
In times of bereavement, it's comfortingio -know that you


































Hours 10 a. m. - 7 p. m. Ph. 901-642-8142
-ang-i-16!4aT;APE;, waLesS.40...
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER t TIMES
Baptist
scorn G110111
Worship Service II :lib a in
Everung W orstup 630p m
INLINANUEL AllISS10011ART
Morning Worship 11.04 a. in.





Morning Worship 11:11111a. m
Sunday Evening 11011p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:110p. m.
MUM SPRING
























NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:00km.
Evening Worship - 7:00 p. m.
FLINT SAPTIST















Morning Worship 1100a. m
Evening Worship 630 p. m
MOUNT MORES FREEWILL 'MUST
Sunday School 9.30a. m
Worship 1110 a. m.
LONE OAR PRIMITIVE
lit Sunday 2:00 p. in
3rd Sunday 10:30 a in
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School IC:00 a in
Worship Service 11:00 a in
Vesper Service
COLDWATER
Morning Services II 001 fli
Evening Services
FAITH 'Ansi






Sunday School 10:00 a in
Morning Worship 11 00 a. in
LEDDETTER MISSIONARY 111APTIST
Sunday School 1000 a m
Preaching 1100a.m.&600p.m
Wednesday night 7:00 p in
SPRING CRIER
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 00a. m
EverWig Woratu0 7,00 p. m
ST, JOON BAPTIST CIIIIROI
Morning Worship 10 45a. in
Sundsv Sithool 9:30a m
DUMB BAPTIST 06111101
Wednesday Service 7:O0 pm
Sunday School 
10,01/a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a -171.







5 15 p m
6 00 p m
7 00 p m
ALINO HEIGHTS




Worskup Services 11 00 a in.? 00
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10.00
Worship Services 11 00 a.m., 7:30
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Of GOD
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. in._
Sunday Evening 7:00p. m.
Thurs. rite 7 :00.p. m.
UNITED, 310 IIIVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.






Sunday Worship 10:00 A.M. & 7:00p.m.
Toes & Thurs 7:00 p. m
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.,7.00p m
INIIRRAT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10 30 a m
ble School 9-30a m
Evening Service 6 00 p m
OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER OAT SAINTS
Sunday School 10 45a in
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a m , 11 a , 4 30 p in
Saturday Mass 6 30 p. m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Fanner Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky , Sun-
days 1100 a, m. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday p• m•
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30 a m.
Bible Lecture 9 30 a m
WTAIAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services II 00 a m., 7
ST. ANN'S EPISCOPAL






Sabbath School Sat 10
Worstup Service. Sat 9 ISa m.
Paul Welch
Concrete Products
Septic Tanks Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Tanks
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Hwy 44 E. (3 soles mat if *envy) 753-0277
Boyd's Auio Repair
Gernitl Beyll-Owner
- Complete Awhiniark Trommissiso Serfloe
-Freat lati Alignment
- Citailitete hem Up & Repair Service-
209
Radiator t Auto Gloss Service
Nentot•Watraler-Greaillelm-Paaar Wages
Tim anality Used Cars
606 Coiewater Id. Phew 753-6444
Carroll Pre Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
11/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal











Speelisking in Vinyl Reefs,
Original Emsipment Arterial
%MA 400 753-4470
Tom Andrews - Your Host ,
Ms we naming spedish Daly, Nes. Men nines.
fri., SM., Sew. • T-Dene Stick !medal
He. 1210 1st. 641 -Call. Orders te 753-4414
"For The Complete Look"
Dixieland Center
to the Sermon to. the lliktuat Christ set iorth 6. &sopa foe 114
aviation life_ The qualities of meekness, righteousness and merry
that be describes are those that characterise the perfect Cluistias
\• use eon bow to achieve thin perfect /oral. Ofle COO OD attempt to
• ppell Ilia. Or O. (111-110 demos& that Rua smallest these qtaalitialja.
eyrry sapirm of bib life_ The Sermon on the Mount has or, owl as a
model of the Utriatian 111e for *Moos of people. Let it he • model la
vow Me as welt-
This Page Made Possible By The
Following Supporting Firms.
Kentucky fried ekicken
"It's Finger Lichen' Good"
Try Oar DekMos Beef antl Ham Sandwiches







A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




South 12th St. - Murray
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312




Jiffy D. Leos, Donald A. MINS mod Larry Sinter, swoon
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Shirley's Florist 8,
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
House Plents Landscaping
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




loin Us After Church
I 444aY dISTAIAANI Five Points • 753-7992
it to... a day hen Da.
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE




Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning- Heating Cor,morcial Ratrigomnion
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 7S3-1713




Glen 8. Sedrs. C“'^ PA-009er






















































Sunday .School 10.00a. m.
Morning Worship 1000a. m.




















Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
MIST PRIESITTpAN
Chur ch School 9.30 a. m
-Worship-Service--   1e-45 a in.
Dunn Furniture
T.V. 8, Appliance








Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
6 30a.m..-5:30p.m
407 N 12th 153-1994
"Home of Quality, Economy
Selection.
Open 7 Days
lam, to 12 Midnight
24 Hour Wrocker Servrce
Body Work A Pointing





Worship Service 11 a m., Ist Sunday, 10 Ma
in 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 1000.in ,
2nd & 4th
GOOD SIOEPIUID UNITED
Worstup Service, 11,00a. m.
Sunday School 9 113 a in
. INDEPINDE140 UNTIED
Sunday School 10 00 a m






Worship Service 11 : ft in. 1st & 2nd Sun-
day . 10 00 a m 3r1 1. 4th. Sunday School.
10 00 a m IsI&2ndSunday,1l 00 a in 3rd
& Ith Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10 00 a m
Sunday School II 00a m
FIRST NOHOW
Worship I 4541060a m
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 CO m
Morning Worship 11 00. in
GOSHEN humour -
Morning worship Services 9 Ma m.
Sunday School 10-40 a in
Evening services lit.. 3rd & 30 Sundays
Preaching Sernce 6- 30 p in 3.
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Worship Service... 10'00 a m
1st & 2nd Sundays 11 00 a in
1st & 3rd 1.4th Sunday
/AT. 1111111041
Worship Service 10 00 a in Lit Sunday
11 00a. on. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11 00
a in. lit Sunday - 10,00. m. 2nd, 3rd, 1. 4th
Sunday
NIT. CARIAtt
Worship Service 10.00 a in Ind Sunday
11 CO a. in. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 00




Morning Services 10 45a in
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
lst & 3rd Sunday 9 30 a in.
Evening 7 00 p in.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11 00 s m.
No Evegung Worldly)
BUNK UNITED





Morning Worship II 00.. in
Evening 7.00p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship Sti 45a. in
Sunday School 10.45cm
Keel Purchase Tire
Year Complete Tire Service Center




Chidien - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
'Jesus Saves'
out SI. Under New Management
A.B.C. ploy school
Mows 6:45 OM. to 5 pm. • SD..
sx.:1 Worship With Your Children
°Children Are Gas Gift
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray - , 7534807
&Raita;'d Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. kiss Airors
Plane 474-2702
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"




Murray s Most Complete Department Store
lynhurst Resod
C61 wed Mrs Thames Inever. laVillfIl
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TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 I WSM -4 WTV F-5
6:30 Semester
WPSD-6 KFVS-I 2
6,46_ weather 6:00-Samara, Semester
-Sommer
7:00 -Sylvester & Tweety
730 - Cloo Che
6: 30 - CloildrHen ' s Gospel
7:00- Tees & Jerry
7:01- Tim & Sorry
7 , 3._ whhertea
6:2S - Agricetwe
I:55 - Farm Digest
7,00_ water weeapecher
7:30 - Pink Peather
6,30 _ wows
7:00 -Sylvester & Tworty
730 - lokiserjaw
1: 00 - Saw* De
9' 34 - 4'99" 5999rsiNw
1030 -Sae Troia
7:SS -Sckelhoose Rock 7:110- Woody Millipede





10:00 - Shawn/ Isis





9:30 - Monster Squad-Sckeihease Rock 901-Speed limey
9:M - Meaner SemoI 10:10-Spec. Ghost9:30 - I miffs laperslew
10:30- Seperfrionds 10:30- lie Jan, little kske11:30- Bentistimil
12:30- lents
11:10-Spece Ghost 11:00-Fat Abet
11:M--BieLittle John 1 1, 30 - aril II
11:00- lased of lost
11:30 -Kids fret Caper
10:00-Sbasam/Isis
11:01-Fat Albert
11:00 - Short Story
1:00- World Te;ais





6:00 - Mosaic Nall
7:00- Wonder Weems
6:00 - SWAT & IIIII4
9:00 -66•006c 6 1•1166f
10:00 - News watch
10:30- brushes
11:30-Movie




4:00-World of Sportst:78_ Newt
6:00-Lawrie' will'
y:00 _ member Wean.











3:00 _ hey Mason
sle_caille Calera
5:30-News
6:00 - Hee Now
7,00- filery T. Moore
7:30 - lob Newhert
II:00 - All W The Femily
't 12:30-Atop Feacepost
I I :00 - laseitell































10 IS - News
10:30-Keener lock -Einergeitcy
1:00-Movie














1:00 - %sense Theater
12:00- eed News




6:30 - tble Baptist
7:00- Amazing Greco
1100 - little Issue
1130- Three Stooges
9:30-Res Nuoviberd
10:30 - Weeenont Baptist
11:30-Mews Coe.
12:00- lanes & Answers
12:3C -Nolsity Vint'.
1:00 -Oehler Adv. Theatre








11:30 -Seed of the City
12:00-News
WSIL-3















6:00 - Nerdy toys • -






11:50 - Form Divest




9:00 - Demme.' in Faith
1:30 - Heald of Troth
10:00 -Contaimitty Worship
10:30- Ala&





















9:30- Two Rivers Setif,
10:30-New of Pere
11:00 - Gospel New
12:00-Tsar Cerra









































7:00 - Nemo Ellweemesioa






11:00- This is the Life
11:30-lam Wee My Feet
12:00- Wok Hp & live
12:30-Cbildrea's remota














DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2










12:00 - Rvon's 14ove
12:30 -Fesaily Food
1:00-S20,000 Pyrome
1:30-One life to live
2:00-Goal Hosp.




















4:00 NI-TY MGM Til••.
4:0111 F - Wefts Workshop
4:30 1-Quartet'












10:00- Wine of Fortune
10:30-Sheet the Stun
11:S-he The Teo
I I :30 -11ii No.. Sew






4:30 - Emergoacy One
5:25- Weather
5: - News













12: 0011 - Syngiveg Cow,.
12: 2011A - Mows
12:30-World Tones
1:30-Golding light
2:00- Al In The Family
2:30-Match Gems
3:00- Gower Pyle





6:25 - kilter Smith
6:54-Pester Spooks
7:00 - Today Show
9:00-Sanford & Son
9:30 - Romper Riau
9:55 -Werner
10:00 - Mosel of Forte*
T0:30 -11Wet for theIteis
11:00-Nunn the Tee
11:30- levers & Friends
12:00-News










6:00 - Sunrise Sem.




10:00 - Double Dare
10:30 - len of life
1043-ffews
•
I 1:00- Tang & Restless



























1010 -Sts. if San Frew.
12:45 - News
WSM-4




































11:00-Sts. of Sim Frac
1:00- In Club
3:00 - Newsweek























100 - Poke Women





6:30- Tel The Treth
7:00-Fit, Hone
I:00- WA'S' N

















6:30- Plante That Ton
7:00 -Fmk Nevelt
1:00-M'A'S'N






TV bUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE -2
6. 30- Hollywood *zeros




5- °r91 19herts6,3016,01 I

















































TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Nem The Tele
3t00-Bettor
Happeens
- iiiSIL4 , • WS M -4 -
5:30 - Cade Pete
6:15-News .
WTVf -5







6:30- World of A Pit/Wit
7:00- Welton7:30- Whot's
5M -Bonier NNW
1430 Fish9,00 _ willow, „kw
10:00- Newsweei.
10.30- IBA





7:30 - Whe's Hopp eremi
0,07 _ „meet maw .10:30-
11:30-,Nh
900 -West Side Ahead
10:00-New,
10:30-2 W. A. T
12:00 News



















1:20 - News •
.,... am -




7:03 -Sanford & Sea
WTVF-5 -













7:30- Chico & the Mao

























1210 - Midnight Specie
-
11:30- Irenside










7 p. m. Options "Rhodesia"
Bishop Abel Muzorewa is the
,noderate head of the United
tfrican National Council, the
iirst blak bishop in Rhodesia,
and he was the leader of the
olack: forces trying non-
iolently to win majority
rights in Rhodesia. In the first,
part of the program he talks
about both his work in
Rhodesia and the situation
there today. The second part





1 p. m. WKS% Saturday
Opera "Khovanshchina" by
Mussorgsky is performed.
6:30 p. m. The Goon Show
Die Lost Emperor"
Sunday, July 10
7 p. m. Voices in the Wind
fhp vital creative life
flourishing in the Netherlands
s the subject of this week's
program. Host Oscar Brand
elcomes Edo de Waart,
-onductor and musical
director of the Rotterdam
Philharmonic, choreographer
Hans Van 'Marten, painter
Marte Roling, plus many
more.
Monday, July 11
7p. m. Options in Education
Education and the Courts"
8 p. m. SPECIAL: "Porgy
and Bess" A new RCA
recording of Gershwin's
opera, performed by the
Houston Opera Company on
Broadway.
Tuesday, July 12
9:05 a. m. SPECIAL:
Laetrile Hearings Hearings by
the Senate Health Sub-
comittee, chaired by Edward
Kennedy (D-Mass) will hear
testimony for and against
laetrile. Is it a miracle cure
or a cruel hoax?
Wednesday, July 13 ,
7 p. m. Options "The
Russians asAncient Romans"
Dr. Edward Luttwak, from
the Schoel of International
St-tidies al "Johns Hopkins
University, discusses the
military strategy of the
Roman Empire with NPR's
Barbara Newman, and draws
some parallels with the
present-day world situation.
Thursday, July 14
7:30 p. m. Murray Common











The Captain and Tenille,
alias, Daryl Dragon and Toni
'Faulk have released their
third Lp entitled "Come In
From the Rain." The Lp is not
as good as their previous
albums but it is acceptable.
The duo who had a TV
variety show this past year did
have a hit single from this
entitled, "Can't Stop Dan-
cm'." The song which is a fast
boogie type tune managed to
make-the top ten of the singles
chart.
The title song, "Come In
From the Rath" is one of the
best dramatic vocal selections
I've ever heard. TonFs vocals
just build and build Until the
final climax is reached.
"Sad Eyes" and "Ka - Ding-
Dong" are two of the tackiest
cuts on the album. One cut
drags in places and the other
is downright silly.
Other good cuts on the
albums are "Happier Than
The Morning Sun," "Easy
Evil" and "Lady Bug."-
Overall, the latest showing by
Captain and Tenille is pretty
good but not the best.
Van Morrison
Van Morrisoriused to be the
rage of the mid sixties and
now he is triino to make a
corheback. His latest album is
evidence of this and ap-
propriately called "A Period
of Transition." This is his first
Lp in three years for the 31-
year-old singer.
This latest attempt by
Morrison is pretty good but
there is a tragedy in it,
because there are only seven
cuts on the album when there
are usually ten or eleven.
Two of my favorite cuts are
"Joyous Sounds" which is the
newly released single and
"The Eternal Kansas City."
"The Eternal ICansas City"
is to Kansas City as "Atlanta
June" is to Atlanta. The song
has great introductory
background vocals that ask
the question, "Excuse Me, Do
You Know the Way To Kansas
City?" Then Van cuts in with
his vocals and a great backup
of piano and saxaphone.
Other good rock and roll
cuts on the Lp are "Flamingos
Freddy Fender To
Appear At Kaintuck
Freddy. Fender, the very
popular country-pop singer,
and The Happy Goodman
F'Sfily, beloved gospel
singe?* will appear in four
concerts this Sunday, July
10th at Kaintuck Territory.
Freddy Fender will perform
at 2 p. m. and 5 p. m. and The
Happy Goodman Family will
perform at 12 Noon and 3p. m.
Fender, a talented and
-friendly man, whose life is a
"Rags to Riches Story" still
can't believe he's on top.
Following twenty luckless
years on the club and beer hall
circuit, Freddy Fender had
hung up his guitar and, in
despair, had become an auto
mechanic. But it only took one
country song, "Before the
Next Teardrop Falls," to
change all that.
"I felt there's no great
American dream for this ex-
Chicano migrant farm
worker,- said Fender. "I'd
picked too many crops and too
many strings."
Fender is from Corilkus
Christi and is a, Mexican--
American whose real name is
Baldemar Heurta.
Throughout the bad times,
music was his ?illy comfort.
But fortune had her way and,
through a-friend, he was in-
troduced to producer Huey
Meaux in Houston.
"He liked my material,
what I had written and my
singing," said Fender. "Then
he suggested I do a country
number, "Before the Next
Teardrop Falls." The im-
probable happened, . "Tear-
drop" became a hit and stayed
a while as No. 1 on the national
country charts.
Fender, still in a state of
disbelief, has been the for-
tunate witness of a success
story - his own.
The Happy Goodmans are
the first family Of gospel.
Howard, his wife, Vestel, his
brothers San and Rusty, and
niece Tanya make up this
gospel singing group. They
were original members of the
Gospel Singing Jubilee
television program pioneering
gospel music to the teleyision
audience.
Consistently introducing
. new ideals into gospel music,
the Goodmans were the first
gospel group to • use a full
orchestra in many of the
programs. They were the first
gospel group to dress .th
tuxedos, and Vestel breaking
a long standing tradition was-
the first lady to introduce
custom designed long dresses
which remains her trademark
today. Performing to well
over 300,000 people annually,
The Happy Goodman Family
are constantly on the go;
traveling approximately
100,000 miles annually.
This family who works.
together, travels together and
lives together for weeks on the
road personify their name
sake, The Happy Goodmans.
With the beginning of each
day, with the success and
disappointments, the Happy
Goodmans say with a smile,
"This is the day truly that the
Lord has made, and let us
rejoicennd be glad in it."
Kaintuck Territory, a town
of the MO': is located five
miles southwft• of Kentucky
Dam on highway 641. , ,
Future .Sunday concerts to
be held at Kaintuck Territory
will include; Ronnie Milsap,
Marty , Robbins, The
Kingsmen, -,Jerry and the
Singing Goffs, Dr. Hook and
The Medicine Show, Loretta
Lynn, Don Williams, The
Rambos, Wendy Bagwell,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Bob
Harrington, Mickey Gilley,
The Speers Family, Willie
Wynn and The Tennesseans,
Conway Twitty, and Ray
Stevens. ' -
jumping bail, a suspended
twoyear sentence to the Ohio
Penitentiary.
"Sounds like a loser doesn't
it?" he asked.
."I found • out what life is
about when I was about to lose
it; I remember waking up and
thinking, 'I'm alive.' Someone
once said that you don't
appreciate life till it's about
over. That's what happened to
me."
At 20 or so, he spent three
weeks in a mental ward in
Columbus, Ohio. "The law
was chasing me. I had
gambled away a home and a
car. I was a punk. I just
couldn't deal with it."
, Writing music became his
savior. In 1962,- at 24, he wrote
"A Thing CaDed Sadness,"
recorded by Ray Price, Kitty
Wells and others.
A few years later he
contributed half the material
on Ringo • Starr:s album
"Beaucoup of Blues." Then in
the early 1970s, he wrote the
soundtrack for the film "A
Walk On the Outside" and
helped on the screenplay.
The three heart attacks
followed. Awaking from one of
them, he discovered a very
painful tube against his jaw.
He couldn't alert the nurse
by J. D. Lancaster
•
• dm, •
.• =MUM • • dm •imEr ammo o•im.. •• •••••=, • ••• 
•
8••• sma--.•ww mon.-.•=0. amemo •OM= ••••••=1. IMO
Fly" and "Heavy Con-
nection." Rate this Lp fair for
Van, but he will have to try
harder.
Movie Soundtracks
There have been a deluge of
movie soundtracks ranging
from "Sorcerer 2," "The
Deep," "The Greatest," "Star
Wars," and "Rollercoaster."
"The Deep" soundtrack has
done well on the charts while
"The Greatest" has bombed
out.
However, the phenomena is
"Star Wars." In Cleveland,
Ohio, alone, there were 18,000
orders for the soundtrack
before the movie opened in
theatres there. So far over
400,000 albums of the movie
have been sold. It is truly
phenominal.
News From Capricorn
Capricorn records has just
announced the release of "The
South's Greatest Hits" which
includes, Elvin Bishop, The
Allman, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Charlie Daniels, Wet Willie
and others. Also, the Marshall
Tucker Band has released a
new single called "Can't You
See."
Chuck Howard Finally
Finds Meaning To Life
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
After three heart attacks, a
mental breakdown, a
conviction for bail-jumping
and battles with drugs and
alcoholism, Chuck Howard
found meaning to life.
Howard, 39, is using his
talent as a country-pop
songwriter and singer to fight
heart disease, which he
believes will claim his life in
five years. You could call his
campaign "hits for hearts."
Howard has donated all
royalties from a song he
wrote, "Life," to the Heart
Foundation. He is hoping for
hits off his current album,
"Chuck Howard," that will
make him a celebrity and give
him a forum to speak against
heart disease.
"I want to try to get a hit
record to get the money and
power -to fight this disPasP,"
he said in an interview. "If
Hitler had been good, he'd
have been great cause he had
power."
There's little wonder why he
had three heart attacks in
1975. His 37 years were
crammed with agony. "There
was liquor, "a fifth a night."
And drugs, "speed, anything I
could get my hands on."
Then there was the law -
because he couldn't spell
"jaw," having left school at
14.
"I thought, 'You dumb ass,
you're gonna die because you
can't spell 'jaw," he recalled.
Doctors have been vague, he
said, about how long he has to
live. He had open heart
surgery in Phoenix, Ariz.;
after the third one. "I think I
have five years. I'll take it.
After all, I almost died. It's
hard to keep dying out of my
mind. You get in a hurry to do
a lot of things.
"I want to live more than
the normal man," he said. "I
want to make people aware
that heart disease is sneaky; it
quietly stabs you in the back."
Top Ten
By The Associated Press
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled by
Billboard magazine:
TOP 10 SINGLES
1. DA DOO RON RON -
Shaun Cassidy (Warner-Curb)
2. LOOKS LIKE WE MADE
IT - Barry Manilow (Arista) ,
- 3. UNDERCOVER ANGEL
stealing tires as a youngster,-- Alan O'Day (Pacific)
4. I JUST WANT TO BE
YOUR EVERYTHING -
Andy Gibb (RSO)
- 5. I'M IN YOU - Peter
Frampton ( A&M )
6. ANGEL IN YOUR ARMS
- Hot (Big Tree)
7. MY HEART BELONGS
TO ME - Barbra Streisand
(Columbia)




10. DO YOU WANNA MAKE
LOVE - Peter McCann (20th
Century)
TOP 10 ALBUMS
1. BARRY MANILOW -
Live (Arista)
2. PETER FRAMPTON -
I'm In You (A&M)
3. FLEETWOOD MAC -
Rumours (Warner Bros.)
4_STEVE MILLER BAND
- Book Of Dreams (Capitol)
5. BARBRA STREISAND
Superman (Columbia)






9. HEART - Little Queen
(Portrait-CBS)






All The Newest Releases First!
"Oldies But Goodies"
( Reg. $4.95& $5.95) Buy As Many As 1050.ea.+
Free Package of Childrens
Bible Story Records
(Friday 8. Saturday)
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Duty. by United Fcature Syndicate. Inc
I. legal Notice I. Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MAURENE ELDRIDGE GEORGE PETITIONER,
VERSUS GLEN ELDRIDGE, ET AL RESPON-
DENTS.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June 24th Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of July 1977, at 1:00 O'clock p. m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
The East half of the following described tract: Begin-
ning at a rock at the Southwest corner of the J. C. Stub-
blefield land lying North of the Murray and Concord
Road: thence East 150 yards to a rock; thence North
375 yards to R. T. Parker's line; thence West 150 yards
to Stubblefield corner; thence South 375 yards to the
point of beginning, excepting throughfare for road out
to Concord Road.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing leg e) interest
from the day of safe, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
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service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
JESUS says • in Mark
13:13. "And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he,that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
further information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.
MARY KAY Cosmetics
phone Sonya Futrell 753-
4505 after 4:00 p. m. and
all daySaturdays.
COLOR PORTRAITS.
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free parking










Agency. Box 644, Milan,















Aid Sales. Free Service
on -all makes, Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200




10x50 Trailer and lot,
lake view $4503.00.
Small A frame & lot,
$11,000.




New 3 bedroom white




3 Bedroom 112 acre,
beautiful lake front,
$32,500.00.








3 Bedroom, two decks,
hydro dock, and much
more, $70,00000.









Nwy mae vow gif



















collar. Was hit by a car
near the Dairy Queen.
Owner contact 753-0615
or 753-3535.
FOUND - MALE Poodle
in Lakeway Shores. Call
436-5331.
6 Help Wanted
FULL TIME and part
time sales persons. Must
be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls,




product, no big in-
vestment, no sales
experience necessary.
Send resume to Brix 32B,


































Democrat is looking for







WANTED 5 days a week,
someone to babysit from
2:30 p.m. to 11:30 p. m.
in return for room and








Manager, waitress; cook '
and stock person.
Monday-Friday from 10
a. to 3 p. m. only.
Apply at Roses, Central
Shopping, Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used
regular size mattress











('all 753-7106 after 5 p. 
m.
14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-6669.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While they,
last all 'deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther-













sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
• roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 4x8 Particle
board 1,4" at 81.40, 26" at
82.00, 12" at $2.50, 41‘" at
Plywood ½ at
$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 cents
ea. Paneling 4 x 8 sheets
over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
kv" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $4.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall boesd. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft-.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, Used office chairs
staring at $10,00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for' $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. fof green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
860.00. Ross di Tuck
Salvage Mdse. InC. P. 0.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38257,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE _Tax, .H78x15", $23.32
plus 82.85 FE Tax,
I.78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, -G70x14" or 15",
428.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
1,60x14" or 15, $33.85
plus $3.58 FE xTax.
'Track tires' - Hi way
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE 'Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.84
plus $3.16 PE Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
'plus $3.95 FP; Tax,
1,78x16', 8 ply-, $41.25




15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE used air'
conditioners. We also




knit, 50 cents a yard, 200
yards available. 10
yards minimum. Call
753-5281 after 6 p. m. .
SIOUX VALVE grinding




stand, 3,000 RPM Black
and Decker grinder,
porta power. 25" color
T. V. RCA, 1967
Barracuda, excellent
condition, 70,000 actual
miles, 2 door hardtop,
slant six straight Shift,




work, Craig CB, 4103
arifilifier, 100 watt. Call
437-4894.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do 'with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric





dining room table with
7 side chairs and one
arm chair. Complete
with 3 leaves and pads.
Includes matching
hostess cart. Like new
mint condition. $1800.
LW. Laird, Paris, Turn.
901-642-4504 evenings.
 •
9000 BTU AIR con-
ditioner, $50. 9 x 12 green
carpet and pad, $30. G.
E. cassette recorder,
825. Lawn-tractor cart.,
Lawn sweeper, $20. Call
7534382.
DRESSES SIZE 7 Like
new. Call 753-4130.
HUFFY 10 H. P. mower, 3
years old. $500. Boot-flat
bed trailer, $100. Call
435-4390 after 5 p. m. -
SEARS AIR conditioner.
14,800 BTU, $110. Call
S3-3143 after 4 p. m.
SPRING SPECIAL
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,





home pest- control to
house plant food:-
Murray Lawn and ,
Garden, 200 E. Main.
16 Home Furnishings
ANTIQUES Oak bed,
and oak men's chest.
Call 75376479.
io INCH COUCH with
chair. Just right for den
or lake home. Call 753-
2479, Mrs. Kirk Pool:
BOOKCASE BUNK beds.
Call 753-6023




Located 4 miles Southeast of Murray, elegant
home on 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, den with fireplace, living
room, formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick, patio.
Horne has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
r:entral heat and air,. and is beautifully decorated
with quality throughout. Attractively landscaped
yard with b/ick. well house. Priced, reduced
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19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4861.
two WHEEL utility
- trailer, $75. Also CA •
AlliS Uhalmer tractor
and equipment. Good








diesel, 430 with plow.
Jubilee Ford tractor.





50 h. p. Mercury. Good
for skiing and fishing.
Call 753-8401.
• 
POOL TABLe • -
Regulation, heavy slate,
with all accessories and
cover. $500. Call 753-
2480.
9. x 12 WINCHESTER
- tent, sleeps 6. Ap-









_ organs. :Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




Certrf me By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repais
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
tiveir erne. wed *ter III
Verdi De eel sip my mitre. add OA
iv




• NICE TWO BEDROOM
trailer for rent at Almo
Heights. Three
registered red- Irish










....1970 LE MANS Spgrts, 14'
Glastron, nhnson




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save- on
all mattresses.
, Healthopedic or foam.









RCA BLACK- and white
portable T. V. with





27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 58 TRREE bedroom,
all electric, priced to
See at Riviera Ct.
8r call 753-3280. -
1974 12 x 60 WAYSIDE_
20' MARK TWAI, 188 h. MURRAY SI:: PPLY Central air, and other
p. Mertruiser. Lil.evr. Lawn and Garden has a extras. Call 753-084
Lots of accessories, .good supply of used lawn after 5 p. m.
$6500. Call Larry Heath '- ..„.4.nd -garderr equipment-, .--  - - - • -
_, '
I-901471-3351. 200- F Main. • - - 12x50 TWO BEDROOM
all electric; Waiher and




Minimum Qualification: Ifigh School Diploma and--
four years experience, plus typing skills of 65
words per minute and shorthand skills of 100
words per minute.
WO Benefits: Nine Paid holidays per year,
paid vacation and sick days, medical insurance,
and excellent retirernent system.
-Warr Commensurate with_education and ex-
perience. .
Send Resume to:
Purchase Area Development District
P.O. Bo: 588
Mayfield, KT 42066
ATTENTION: Mary Boyd, Office Manager
Phone: (502) 241-7171
r"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
Guy Spann Realty
EXCELLENT LOCATION and lovely home on
Lynn Grove Highway. Lot is 100 x 200. Has cen-
tral gas keat and central air, pella windows,
built-ins in siOtchen. *all-to-wall carpet and
double garage.' 1:is home has all the modern
conveniences, olurgood location and beauty of
design. You must see t&ss! Reduced to $50,000.00.
Guy Spann Ilealty
'YOUR KU i PEOPLE- IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Person, 753-8961 Prentice Dann, 753-5725
1976 14 i52 NEW MOON
mobile home. Extra
c n. Lived- in 8 mon-
ths. rty _ is moving.
Call
1973 VINDALE x 65
with 7 x 14 expaltdo
living room and 3 x 8





258 Riviera Ct. •
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 MOBILE home on
large lot. $8600, Call 753-
0807. -
12150 MOBILE HOME on
large lot, central air and
heat. Also trailer type
camper. Call 753-6556.
LATE MODEL double




central air and 'heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.






rq.uired . No _pets. $110 




rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
NICE HOUSE for middle
age couple. Call 436-
2415.
TWO OR 3 bedroom house
for 1 year for
missionary. Max and
Betty Sledd, Call 753-
5750. _





32 Apartments For Rent
•S FL






utility roon, and bath.
$175 per )1'1 .ith. Call 753-
3865.
FURNISHED APART-











iA Ho,,ses Fo7 Rent
SMALL HOUSE on
waterfront lot on 
Bloodriver Lake. Air
condition. Call 436-2427.
36 Fof Rent Or Lease
BUILDING FOR rent or
lease„ 30x 50. Ideal for
body shop Call 436-5366.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, , 2.600 sq.- . ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
37. Livestock - Supplies
GENTLE BLACK, 15
month olcLonarter horse
colt. Make pleasure or
game horse. Call 753-
939er, -
campus. Call 753-8742m. _SEVEN PIGS, -3- months
afterP old. Call 489-2483
TWO APARTMENTS for
rent. Partially fur-
nished. Phone after 7 p.
• rt. 753-3596.





_bedroom apartment. No Terrier pups. 420.. Call
utilities furnished. Call after 5, 753-0717.
753-3763 or 753-3519 after
6 p_im.
0 BEDROOM
apaif.hee,nts for rent at
207 ,N. 12U3- Phone 753-
3744 days or 753-0614
nights.
1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all the extras, new
car trade,in,
1971 Cadillac Eldoritdo, "Collectors Item."
1973 Mustang Mach I, extta nice, new car trade
M.
1975 Oldsmobile Custom Salon, 14,000 miles, all
extras, new car trade in.
1972 Chevrolet Caprice, 2 .door hard top, low
mileage, extra nice.•
Demoitstrators
1977 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door.
1977 Oldsmobile Omega Coupe
AT BIG SAVINGS
 ,111111 11puRDom
Olds - Pontiac Cadillac
-*Satisfied Customers Are Our
'Amon ( oncern
1111101 1406 West Main 753-5315
IN 1976 WE CARRIED...
79,104 ADS
IN OUR CLASSIFIED sperioN
AND 
PRINTED 2,772,uuu COPIES
The Murray Ledger & Times
"This is the Kind of EXPOSURE
You need in Western Kentucky!"
•
(FIRM-AN- SHEPHERD










YARD SALE, Frida d




Saturday, 8-9. 8:00 a. m.





YARD SALE,. 3 party.
bits of craft items and
odds and ends. Located
on Highway 641 South of
Murray 3"2"miles





Off 94 East on Highway
280. Just past East
Elementary. Furniture,
dishes,. pitcher and
bowl, clothes, and lots
more items.
CARPORT SALE, 901
Sunny Lane. Two patty
moAni. sale. Saturday
only, 9 a. m. till ?
BACKYARD SALE, 1218
Melrose Drive. Satur-
day, 9-2. Lots of nice
clothes. In case of rain
following Saturday.
CARPORT SALE, Friday









9. Toys, clothes, baby ,-
bed, set pf silver plate,
house plants, etc. 805
Bagwell Blvd. Call 753-
0871. -
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, July 8-9. 415
South 8th -Street Hours
8-5. Lois of bargains.

















•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





in this home located on
quiet residential street.
Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, formal dining
room, living room with
marble fireplace, lar&e
2 car garage and lovely
tree shaded yard. Let us
Show you this com-
fortable, economical
home priced in the 30's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, , 753-12t2 or
come by our con-
veniently located office





beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage.







A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
FARMS
CALLOWAY COUNTY
• 130 Acres, 70 ac. row crop, 2 bedroom house &
barns. .110,000.00.
63 Acres, 30 acres tillable, rest n pasture & tim-
ber. $25,500.00.
87 Acres, 40450101Dscme timber. $65,000.00.
96 Acres productive land with trailer, tobacco
base & barn. $112,000.00.
17.6 Acres worrnvanch With 2 bedroom house.
$35,000.00.
10 Acres with 2 bedroom brick house & out-
buildings. $47,000.00.
97 Acres fenced for cattle, good water supply,
remodeled 3 bedroom house. $80,000.00.
54 Acres, 30 st 1)14011e, 2 bedroom house.
$45,000.00.
100 Acres, 1.2 tillable, 42 timber, has tobacco
base. $75,000.00.
65 Acres,' 20-30 acres tillable, rest in timber.
$25,000.00. .
12 Acres useable land, fenced & has ample water
supply. Has double wide trailer. $24,000.
42 Acres, 1/2 tillable, With furnished trailer: &
older house. $58,000.00:
51 Acres with good framt house, tobacco base &
 ,
44 Acres, 20 styl aiir crop, older home.
$33,000.00.
barn. $41.500_,M,
43 Acres of prime farm land, tobacco base &
barn, plus outbuildings. $53,000.00.
389 Acres cattle farm with frame house & barn.
$260,000.00.
147 Acres on TVA contour, 35 acres pasture, 100
acres fenced, 2 bedroom house. $110,000.00.
GRAVES COUNTY
64 Acres, 30 acres bottom land, 10 acme' up-land,
• house..$69,000.00.
46 30 acres fenced, new brick home &
older framtine.$55,000.00...
76 Acres, approx. 30 acres tillable, 20 more could






63 Acre's plus barn & o Idings. $42,500.00.
39 Acres, 4 bedroom house & ba 500.00.
33 Acres with building site , &.
$17,900.00.






' SIX FAMILY garage
- sale Friday and!'
Saturday. 1311 Poplar:
THREE FAMILY Yard
Sale, Saturday July 11th










liara..8-2. 13th and Main.
Extra mer-
chandise. GL,1.,.__:011ys.
Y .4 RD SALE, 1621
Farmer. 9-5. Saturday.





T't - pARTY Yard Sale.
"peggy Ann (first
't[cet. past Uncle Jeff%






dislies, luggage, tires, 4
mag-type,---wheel.
Antiqus.
1-.I,, writer, churn, milk
bf,t6es, .rplIkcan, horse






40 Acres, 35 -acres tillable, 4 bedroom house.
$42,000.00.'
30 Acres to be sub-divided. $65,000.00.
24 Acres with older house & boundary on TVA
contour. $35,000.00:
-
22 Acres, long road frontage, city -water.
$22,000.00.
18 Acres, 2 bedroom house & outbuildings.
$50,000.00.
10 Acres, wooded, with 3 bedroom brick house &
storage building. $43,000.00..
6% Acres, with 9 room brick house, garage & out
buildings. $69,000.00.
6% Acres with 6 bedroom rustic house & A-frame
:$40,000.00.
HOME ON THE LAKE This home will be a joy
to live in with beautiful view of the lake. It is
located on 2 lots & fenced with cyclone fence. One
lot' has a young orchard & there is an unfinished
apartment in back. Lake access.
GIVE THIS SOME THOUGHT-Own your home
and business on 3 aCres with blacktop roads on 2
sides. In a good neighborhood. All for $42,500.00.
WATER FRONT ---- Rarely do choice waterfront
lots become available on Ky. Lake to compare
with this shaded lot complete with septic system,
city water, & paved drive at a price of $17,500.00.
Listings Wanted - Do You Have Property For Sale?
Our newspaper advertising is going into over FOUR AND ONE HALF
MILLION homes in North Midwest United States plus our TV and
radio advertising. List with the compatty that will give your proper-
ty the maximum exposure and our complete attention. Call us
today.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs.;. Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please call:.
474-2337 Joe T. Haltom  527-3428
• 527-9921 Charles W. Brian   527-9678
362-4751 Bob Watson   527-3370
527-9086 volt's)). Brion mIlr  527-9678






















FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 11/2 miles off of 94




dry wooded lot. Ap-
proximately 240 x 300.
Next to Oaks Country
Club. Call 753-4080 after
6 p. m.
15 ACRES OF land with





202 Sew* 4th Street
Phew* 7S3-324.1  1
LIVE IN ONE and -pent
the other. Adjoining
properties on South 12th.
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with electric
heat, family room,
Carpeting, and




has a bright future.
'Waldrop Real Estate,
• 206S. 4th, 753-5646, after
hours 753-7249 or 753--
0686. •
REALTORS
South. 12th at Sy cemore
TELEPHONE 7511061
APPROXIMATELY





fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access, John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505








yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced






home in nice neigh-
borhood near university.
Roomy home with







753-1222 or drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service
to you.
TWO' ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also ,has a block
barn. $8500. 'Call 763-7323
or 489-2508.
1657 RYAN AVE. Well
arranged, brick veneer,




- Check this 3 bedroom
brick veneer with
economical 'electric





and range. Large lot.
$72,500. 807 N. "17TH
STREET - Neat 2
bedroom home with







on any of these homes,












Floored, reedy to ma. Or boy a U-11,01 owl wive. Complete wW
roger to smondris op to 24011sist4ord, but or* precut any size
moiled. Shop the rest than cow to Cwstew 1,8, aid buy the host
foe Wm














PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE'
HOUSE VALUE VS LOT VALUE
What is the proper
relationship between the
cost of a lot and the value of
the house on itf This
question concerned building
economists more in the past
than it does now. Old rules
of thumb have lost much of
their meaning. It used to be
said that land should
represent about onrsixth of
the home's purchase price.
Then it moved up to one-
fiftkand is now approaching
one-fourth:" And it will
change again-as the cost of
land contaues to rise.
Nevertheless, the land.
value versus house value
ratio •eannot be totally
dismissed because it does,
to some extent, affect the
resale value of the property.
And resale value determines
the' ease or cfifficUky youl
encounter in securing a
mortgage.ln this Fight, it may
not make a great deal of dif-
ference if you put an inv..-
pensive house on an ex-
pensive lot, but it could be a
mistake to have too much
house for the Land.
Consulting with peopte7
about their real estate needs
is our speciahy. Drop by Pur-
dom 8, Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-1451 or 753-
8958. We're here to help!
44 Lots For Sale
LARGE WOODED LOT
210 t,490 In East Y
Manor. Call 7534445
after 4p. m.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2







with 14'2 baths. Central
heat and air. Call 753-
9827.
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502-
442-7368.
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2






121 South. Call 436-2118.
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedram cottage,




Reduced to $14000. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.
GATESBOROUGH -
year old home, 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, in-










4000 miles. One owner.
$550. Call 753-4565.
1977 YAMAHA DT 17.5.
$600. Looks like new.
One month old. Call 753-
5543 after 4. •
MOTORCYCLE, 1976
Honda 360. See at 300
Woodlawn.












lights, $375- Call 753-
79.
FOUR 12-15 LT Gumbo
wide madder tires. Six
ply, good condition. $125.
Call 435-4294 after 5 p.
m.
CAR AIR condition. Call
753-3662. •
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CUTLASS 442,
buckets, wheels, factory
tape, double power and
air. Phone night 753-
0695, days 753-0405.
1966 CHEVROLET
pickup, $475. Also have a
1970 Maverick 6
cylinder, straight shift
with air. Call 436-5855.
1964 SIX Cylinder
Chevelle. $100. Call .492-
8440.
1974 MONTE CARLO, full
power, air, new tires.
1970 Maverick. Call 753-
5267 or 753-8360, ask for
Marc Peebles.
1967 MUSTANG, . ex-
cellent shape. Inside and




between 5 and 7 p. m.
51 Services Offered
WILL HAUL LIME or














struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest.
White, 753-0605.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
"ITIS NOT THE PIPELINE I MIND.
IT'S 11-IAT GURGLE, GURGLE ALL ELECTRICAL WIRING -
NIGHT LOG."
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1962 FORD FALCON and
1964 Chevy Chevelle.
Can be seen at 401 South
5th. McClures Garage or
call 753-0170.
NICE 1967 FORD pickup.
Manual shift. $595. Also
Glaspar runabout boat,
16' with Heavy Duty
trailer. $350. Call 436-
2516.
1968 FORD LTD. Very
dependable. Needs tires.
$375 or best offer. Call
437-4763.





a low price. Call 753-
6747.
1975 OLDSMOBILE
Starfire with air -con-
dition. Call 753-6680.







brakes, air, AM-FM 8
track stereo, rear
window defogger, wire
wheel covers, new steel
belted radials, new
muffler serviced and
waxed at end of last
month. All you got to do
is drive it. $1650. Phone
436-5680.
1973 CHEVROLET 10 ft.
step van. Six cylinder, 4
speed, low mileage.




miles, spare never been
down. $4850. Call 753-
4445.
1971 GTO, power steering,
brakes and air. New
tires, clean. Call 753-
8631.
4.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door hardtop, new
battery, hew brakes,
53,000 miles. $2450. Call
753-4445 after 4.
1969 DODGE COMET,
local car, 318 engine,_
air, runs fine. Clean
$575. Call 753-4020.
1968 PONTIAC, GTO race
car, 400 C. I. equipment
on car includes: M & H,
Holley-, Hurst, Hooker,
Cam Dynamics, and
much more. Moving out
orstate, must sell im-
mediately. $3,000.00
invested, car is ready to
race, $775.00. Phone 753-
7996.
1 9 7 0 PONTIAC
Executive, extra extra





steering, fifth wheel and
ball hitch, spare tank.
Call 753-1549 after 4.
-1971 MONTEGO - MX
station wagon, double
power and air.. V4,
52,000 miles, Very goad
condition. Call 753-8693.
9 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CUTLASS Supreme
Call 492-8407.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
• 
p. m. 436-5896. 
• .
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1974 442 OLDS, black with




8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
435-4351 after 5 P. m.
50. Campers
1969 FORD CAMPER




14' TRAILER, sleeps 5,
$975. See at 1310 Poplar,
ort.call 753-8168. ,
TRUCK CAMPER El




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and se
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call753.0359.,
16 FT, STAILCRACT
travel trailer Call 753-
1202.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Baak_jinancing
available. Open 7 days















plate, windov, ,,,,ss, and
glass showcas, • M and
G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Cf.r t• r 753-
0180.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or









roofs Sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house lding
St trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
'FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,




















436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
' INSULATE NOW attics















steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes- for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business 'today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also stptic tank
cleaning. Call John




- bulldozing needs. Call




• babysitter? Call 753-




by Sears save on these
high heat and coolino..
bills. Call Doug Taylor)"
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
A Lot Of Room- A Littio,Aioney
Completely •' bath, newly decorated kitchen. 3
bedrooms. 4. You've got to see this 6 room
house nestf-' Ace trees,
Your business ciweV$ 11010nrchited al ROOMS RIALTi.
Nor mats 753 PAI 006110116 4144174 1141A UMW 751411
kir Hog 434 1101141111 753-2477 LIU NO 753401
PATSY FIN 75341 , It COW1 753-5122 SAN 1016111 753-011
417 Sooreb 12t6 woe Phew 73.2-11131
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior.. Also dry wall





homeowners in the gen-
eral area will be given the
cioSsorlonilv of having new
DuPont Tattler House Sidlog
applied to their home with
optional decorative work at
a very low cost
Premium 30 Siding has a non
WO rated - Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee This amaz-
ing new product hos cap-
tured the interest of .home-
owners throughout the
United States who ore fed
up with constant pointing
and other maintenance
costs. If will last you a -life-
time and provides full on.
sulcrtion summer and win-
ter. as well as fire protec-
tion Our new product can
be used over every type of
horn., including frame, con,
crete block. asbestos, stuc
co. etc It comes in a choice
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the
Your home
can boo show place in the
county and we will make it
worth your while if we con
use your home for acCeertis
ing For on Oppointmenl













51 Servrces Offered 51 Services Offered
ANY KIND of hauling WILL DO Bushogging
done. Garbage in county and other light tractor
also. Call 753-8249. work. Call 753-2370:
LI,CENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and












Company Inc. Air con-






K sad II -
Repair
94 East 153-1323
Wow ewer owl swell impino
repair. Rohe& Iowa mourin,
$23.08 ma op. India/
asimen. 3108 and op.
54 Free Column




has 3 little kittens which
they are trying to find
good homes. They are
approximately 6 weeks
- old, gray and white, cute
and frisky. Please call
753-3994.
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and 'ree
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make ideal pets.
Call 753-3535..






Examination to be held to fill a vacancy in a covaity health depart
meat.
A vacancy now maul in the Calloway Comity Health Department
for the classification of clerk typist II. Miamian requirements for
this position ate as follows:
Graduation from high school, including or suplanented by a course
In typing. Minimum of one year experience is also required.
The beginning salary is $2.16 per hour, persons interested in takirqg
this examination can obtain further details and an application blank
Irons the Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
Applications must be returned to the Calioway County Health
Department office an or before Jul/ 15,1977-
TU
DON Ai .1) R.
CKER
REALTOR
MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RE!IDENTIAl BROKER
IN PANORAMA SHORES
This two story borne has 1,600 square feet of floor
space and is priced well under 130,000.00. Three
bedrooms, two baths, two fireplaces and large
screened-in porch. ,
DONALD R TUCKER A WU SPVICE REM ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Pr OteSSIOOO1 SOIE•SPOOple to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS




Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B   753-1930







Apply Monday through Friday




. Mayfield, Ky. Ph. 241-0200
iff414:eft- 7./4
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Deaths and Funerals I





librarian, and teacher, died
this morning at five o'clockat
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 80 years of
age and a resident of 302 North
1!*.1ghth Street, Murray.
The Murray Man retired in
1970 after having owned and
• operated the Gibson Locker
Plant, Murray, since 1947.
Prior to that time he had
served as librarian and head
of the Library Science
Department at. Murray State
College since 1936.
Mr., Gibson began teaching
school in 1917 and graduated
from Murray State College in
1927 when he became the first
principal of the Murray
Training School at the college.
He received his Master's'
degree from the University of
Kentucky in 1931.
.The deceased was born
January 6, 189?, at Dublin in
Graves County to the late
Lutlan Gibson and Susan
Mason Gibson: He and his
wife, the former Ada Mae
McWherter, who survives,
were married April 23, 1922.
He was a member of the First
Christian Church.
My. Gibson is siirvived by
his wife; one daughter, Mrs.
Dan (Emma. Sue) Hutson,
Murray; one son, William
Jonah Gibson  Jr„,  St.
Petersburg, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Harrison loon, Fancy
Farm; three grandchildren,
Dan Hutson II, Mrs. Ada Sue
Selwitz,sand Miss Amy Lee
Gibson.
The funeral services have
been scheduled for Saturday
at three p.m. at the-chapel of
the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home - with the Rev. Dr.
James N. Fisher, Sr., of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery. „
Friends may call at the




Funeral services for Lynn
Parker, Murray Route Two,
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dossie
Wheatley and the-Ftev. Julian
Warren officiating and Miss,
- 'Carolyn Venable as organist.
Pallbearers are Jimmy
Wilson, Steve Higgins, Danny
Leslie, Larry Leslie, Billy M.
Bazzell, and Phillip Thur-
mond. Burial will follow in the
Murray ctty.Cemetery.
Mr. Parker, age 62, died
Wednesday; at 7:30 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a member of
the Goshen United Methodist
Church and Farmington
Lodge No. 382 Free and Ae-
cepted Masons. His parents
were the late Harvey L. and
Johnnie Farless Parker.
The Calloway man is sur-
vived by his -wife, Mrs. Bessie
Thurmond Parker, to whom
he was married Vebruary 17,
'1934; one daughter, Mrs.
Charles (Rheanetta)
Coleman, Murray Route Two;
three suns, the Rev. Charles
Lynn Parker, Obion, Tn.,
Gerald T. Parker, Calvert
City, and Johnny W. Palter;
Murray Route Two; four
. Asters, Mrs. Talmadge Tutt
and Mrs. Roy Leslie, Murray,
Mrs. Clay Darnell, Kirksey
Route One, and Mrs. James C.
Wilkerson, Murray Rouie
Two; one brother, Frank




: The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hold revival
services starting Sunday, July
10, and continuing through
Friday, July 15.
Guest speaker for the
revival will be the Rev. Earl
Phelps of Tampa, Fla., former
pastor of the North Pleasant
Grove church. Services will be
at Ii A. In. p. m. on
-Tunday and at 7:30 each
evening throughout, the week.
In charge of the music will
be Emma Dean Lawson. The
public is invited to attend,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. W. Edd
Glover.
Funeral Is Today
For Autry W. Smith
The funeral for Autry W.
Smith of Rime Route One is
being-held today at two p,m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Jerry Bynum officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Rix, Jimmy, and Dan
Billington, Gerald Walker,
Bernard Starks, and Robert
Young. Interment will follow
in the Outland Cemetery. •
Mr. Smith, age 74, died
Wednesday at ̀ the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
is survived by his,wife, Mrs.
Hazel Briggs Smith, Almo
Route One; two daughters,
Mrs. Izetta Stayduhar,
Granite City, Ill., and Mrs.
Wanda Jean Hudson,
-G_oodlettsville, Tn.; Tour
sisters, Mrs. I.ura -Ashberry,
Mrs. Treva Wash, and Mrs.
Jimmy Billington, Murray,
and Mrs. Juel Molests, New




At Age Of 96; Was
Resident Of Almo
• Arthur Perry. 96 . year -old
retired farmer of the Alrrio
community, died Tuesday at
ten a.m. at the Calvert City
Convalescent -Center.
The Calloway man Was a
merntler of the Pleasant Hill
Free Will Baptist Church at
Almo.
Mr ,perry is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Nettie
Cogdell of Murray and Mrs.
Clara Stubblefield of Almo;
five sons, Fred -Perry of.
Murray, Paul Perry of St,
Louis, Mo., the Rev. Jewell
Perry of Paducah, and Ottie
and Doc Perry of Detroit,
Mich.
He is also survived by one .
sister, Mrs. Opal Lindsey of ,
Paducah; one brother, Plenty
Perry of Almo; twenty-seven
grandchildren; thirty-Six
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at one p.m. at
the Mount Horeb Free Will
_Baptist 'Church at Murray
with the. Rev. Richard Drew
officiating. Burial will follow
in the cemetery at Almo.
Friends may call at the
Mundy Funeral Home..
Paducah, until today I Friday )
at four p.m. and then from six
to nine p.m. tonight at the
Mount Horeb Church here in
Murray.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger. &
Times by First of Michigan Col*, of
Murray, are as follows:
•
Heublein Inc. 24% +1.
McDonald' Corp. 46% +4
Ponderosa Systems 94 ific
Kimberly Clark 47 +4
Union Carbide 411% uric
W.R. Grace 29 -4
Texaco 2P4




Jim Walters 34 -4
Kirsch 16% +4
Dimey  +%
Franklin Mint 11% +%
Prices of -stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Av  -1.36
S4 +4
.1' =dors 4 -4
Ashland Oil 34% +4
82% mcA. T. & T 




Gen. lire XV. +4
Goodrldi X +4
Gigf Oil 28% +4
Pennwalt .  38% -4
Quaker Oats 22%
Republic Steel  
 +4
27% +'i
Singer Mfg. 23% +4
Tappan 10%'
Western Unioh  164 +4
ith Radio   21% -%
Tent Revival Planned At Good News Offset By Unemployment.
Hazel Baptist Church
The Hazel Baptist Church
will conduct an old-fashioned
tent. revival July 10-17. The
tent will be :located on the
church grounds in Hazel.
Evangelist for th,e revival
will be the Rev. Frank E.
Rev. Frank E. Floyd
-Revival Speaker
Floyd of Knoxville. Tn., who
served in the pastorate for 18
years before entering the field
of evangelism on•a full time
basis. He has conducted more
than 150 revivals in local
churches and in area-wid-e




member of the E. J. Dani.:s
• team of Orlando, Fla. for ‘i
series of crusades inKenp.•
East Africa. /
• Music for the revirval elEcri
will be under the direction -f
the Rev. Ron Hampto:..
assotiate pastor of at.
Memorial Baptist -Church in
Murray. He his served
minister of music in churchp -
in Tennessee, Texas, at
Kentucky and has been acti% •
in music evangelism both
local church revivals and a r,
crusades. In addition •
leading the eripade choir
will arrange for special m us.,
in each' service.
Services will be at 11:00 a
m. and 7:00 p. m. on Sunda
and at 10:00 a. .m. and 7:30 o
m. Monday through Sattulii
"I.ightshine" will be the
title of the special program to
be presented by the Youth of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church on Sunday, July 10, at
the 7:15 p. m. worship ser-
vices.
This .will .be a musical in--
terpretation of the Beatitudes
from Matthew 5:1-17. "People
-will pondet and. explore the
depths of the scripture as long
as .they can utter the word,
'blessed," and this will be but
one effort to ponder the depths
of Jesus' thoughts and words
with the dominant theme
being of joy and happiness," a
church spokesman said.
• The youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. Sunday for practice
prior to the program. ,
Sunday at eleven a. m. the
church' pastor, the Rev..
Lawson Williamson, will bring
the message. with Lake Hall,
deacon of the week, to assist in
the selvice.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
st the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Heavenly Sunlight" and'
"There Is 'A Name."
-Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mary Janice Cooper,
Susie Cathey, and Sarah
Crick7-
Slinday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training




group will have the- annual
meeting on Wednesday, July
13, with a picnic lunch-to he
served at noon. Each one is
asked to bring a chair.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery 'are
asked to bring their ‘Lienations
to the cemetery on Wednesday





10:00 'a. m. services will
-be held in the fellowship hall of
the church.
TheRev. Jaines T. Garland,
pastor of the Hazel '-avurelv,
says, "We are happy to have
this fine revival team with our
church and we want to extend
• a warm welcome to everyone
in our area to share God's




"An Age of Substitutes" will.
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., at the eleven. a .
m. worstiip services Q
Sunday, July 10, at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.' His
scripture will be from
Philippians .1:1-11.
The Ault Choir, directedhy
Blondavene Cook with Olivene
Erwin 'as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist. "will sing
"The Awakening Chorus.".
Sunday.School will be at ten
a.m.
At 6:30 p. m. Sunday, Dr.
Mullins will speak on the
subject, "The Old Time
Religion" with scripture from
Hebrews 11:8 and Exodus 5-1
Revival Planned
For Independence
Revival Services will be held
at the IndependenCe United
Methodist Church, located
tbree miles east of Almo,
starting Sunday, July 10. and
'continuing through. Friday,- THE -REV. A. BELL a retired
pastor of the NOrise Chapel
Baptist Church, Henderson,
will be the, speaker at • the
annual observanCe of Men
and Women's Day at St.
John's Baptist Church,
Murray, on Sunday, Jul* 10;
at three p. m. The public is
-.invited to-attend, according
to the church pastor, the
Rev.-C. E. Timberlake.
(Continued From Page lj
from 5.3 per cent last month. The teen-
°age jobless rate rose to 18.61*r cent
from 17.9 per cent.
Unemployment among household
heads, regarded as the family
breadwinner, edged down to 4.3 per
cent from 4.5 per cent.
Joblessness among whites rose
slightly to 6.3 per cent from 6.2 per cent,
while the rate for blacks increased to
13.2 per cent from 12.9 percent,
The number ,of the . discouraged
workers - those who dropped out of the
labor force in the belief that they could
not find jobs - rose an average of
130,000 in the second quarter to a total
of nearly 1.1 million.
The six-tenths per cept drop in
wholesale prices last month was the
biggest decline since September 1973
when prices fell 1.6 per cent. It followed
10 months of increases since last
August, including jumps of 1.1 per cent
in litith March and April and a four-
tenths per cent rise in May.
The 6.3 per cent drop in farm prices
was the largest shice June 19/4 when
prices fell 7.4 per cent. Prices of
processed food and feed also declined
last month, dropping 1.7 per cent.
Wholesale prices had risen at a 10.2
per cent annual rate in the first quarter
but slowed to a 4 per cent annual rate in
the second quarter. Consumer prices
also rose at nearly a 10 per cent rate in
the first three months of the year but
have begun easing in recent months.
Prices declined last month for nearly
every major category of farm products
except milk. There also was a
slowdown in the increases of prices for
industrial commodities which were up
three-tenths of one per cent in June
following an increase of four-tenths of
one per cent in May and six-tenths of
one per cent in April.
Prices for fuels, power, chemicals
and machinery increased but at a
slower rate than in May. Textile prices
declined and metal prices also dropped.
The wholesale price index stood at
194.5 last month, meaning that goods
selling for $100 at wholesale in 1967 now
sell for 8194.50.
Wholesale prices were 6.2 per cent
. higher in June than a year earlier.
Prices for farm products were 1.4 per
cent lower than a year ago while the
processed food and feed index was 4.6
per higher. Industrial prices were up
7.2 per cent over the year.
Consumer finished foods, which are
ready for sale on grocery shelves,
declined 1.3 per cent last month, the
•
government said.
The administration, in a midyear
economic retiort issued last week,
expressed hope that joblessness will
fall below the 6.7 per cent year-end goal
it has set for itself.
Inflation surged -it a 10 per cent
annual rate the first four months of the
year, largely the result of higher food
and fuel costs. But the administratioo
contended these increases were a
temporary phenomenon and predicted
inflation will decline to the 6 per cent
range that the administration believes
is the underlying rate of the economy.
Both wholesale and consumer price
increases eased in May, an indication
that this year's big price boosts may
have passed.
The Agriculture Department
reported last week that prices paid fix
raw farm products declined 5 per-cent
between May 15 and June 15, the Brit
time this has happened in sever
months.
The Labor Department changed the
release time for today's economic
reports from 10 a.m. to 9 a.m. because
of concern about possible leaks of the
data to securities market investors
Invariably the numbers are among the
reasons cited for market changes.
.Relief Forecast As Slightly
Cooler Air Is Expected Today
y„ By The Associated Press
pame relief was forecast
today as a heat wave
onthities to -beak
Kentucky though air pollution
'has improved -to---healtitier
levels'in most areas.
Slightly cooler air was
expected today- from the
north, with humidity easing by
perhaps 10 to 15 per cent and
temperatures dropping from/
highs in the upper 90s to the
upper 80s - still above
normal.
"There 'will be some relief,
but if you're looking for big
relief it's not in the picture,"
said Russ Conger,
meteorologist for the National
• Weather Service.at Louisville.
He said -no .big weather
changes are likely through the
weekend, with temperatures




lifted at 6 p.m. Thursday ALS
ozone levels dropped. Ozone
levels in other state-monitored
areas also remained below
unhealthy. level e except at
Henderson.
Temperatures and humidity,
remained high, with the
July 15. .
Guest 'speaker will be the
Rev. Charles Morris, pastor of
the Martin's Chapel and Good
'Shepherd United Nlethodist
Churches. Prayer serVices
Will start at. 7:15_and worship
at 7:30 each evening.
The public is invited to
attend, said the church pastor:
the Rev. Coy Garrett.. _
Hog Market
Federal state Market News Service July
6,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Inclixies 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 385 Est. 1000 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 lower Sows steady .50
lower
US 1-2 300-2301M 14720-4400
US 1-3200-240th. 947 25-47.30
US 2-4 340-280 lbs. . $46.50-47.25
uS 3-4 11104601be 145.7544.50
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs 836.00-37.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbe 838.50-37.50
trsra 430.150 lbs. $37.5048.00
US 2-3 300400 lbs. 135.0049.00
Boars 24.00-26.00 •
CLARIFICATION
Because of_ a reporting
error, Cadet Tom Howard of
Paducah was inforeectly
identified in a pisotograph in
the July 6 edition of the
Murray ledger & Times as
Cadet Doug McCann, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCapn,
Route 1, Kirksey. Both are
among 15 Murray State
University. ROTC -.cadets at-
tending a five-week advanced










Thurs., July 7, Fri., July 8
Sat., July 9
(1.) Shrimp & Sirloin 
(2). 8 oz. Rib Eye 
(3) 12 oz. Kansas City Cut 
(4) 1: oz. T-Bone 
Our Famous Salad Bar with the above 4 specials
All the Catfish you can eat, cole slaw, sliced
onion, french fries, white beans, golden





Remember our Sundae Special luncheon. 1
4̂43 vegetables, and dessert. Kids 12
under 's price '2"Only
mercury climbing a degree or
two 'from Wednesday. Use of
electricity accelerated as air:-
conditioning units operated at
„full.blast,:bautilitienreported_




Wednesday's level of .11 parts
per million parts of air to .078
parts per million between 3
and 4 p.m. Friday. Since the
reading sufficient for an alert
is .1 parts of ozone, the
Fayette County alert was
called off by the DiVision of





assistant director of the
division, had reservations:.
He said continued poor
dispersion of pollutants is
forecast Friday,-and he said
alerts should not become off-
again, on-again matters. But
he said industries, which are
require to reduce emissions
during alerts, can complain if
an alert is continued despite
loweroz9ne levels.
A reading of .08 or higher is
regarded as unhealthy..
Louisville's reading





were Newikrt .063 Thursday
and .09 Wednesday; Paducah
.063 and .059 and Owensboro
.042 and .056.
Henderton's Thursday
reatieg peaked at .099 at 1
p.m.7but started declining. No
figures were available
Thursday for Ashland, which'
'had a Wednesday.
' Saaid said he believed
Thursday's increased cloud
cover held down ozone levels.
High levels of ozone pollution
are caused by sunlight
reacting on fumes in the air,
chiefly from automobile
exhausts.
In addition to reduced
industrial emissions, steps
taken under pollution alerts
include warnings to persons
with respiratory problems to
stay indoors and that





Utilities reached a record




officials said their capaclIV Of
437,000 kilowatts per hour was
not approached.
In Henderson, officials for
Kentucky Utilities, Henderson




confidence they would easily
meet the demand, even though
It was expected to be ti
highest yet this year.
However, Kentucky Utiliti•
workers in the Hendersi
division_ represented by-II--
United- Steelworkers unit
have been on strike since Jw
25. Ira Kane, di,visit
manager, said that cou
mean any outages could tel
longsr than usual to repair.
Officials for utilities
Louisville and Lexington all




Kentucky Utilities in tt
Lexington area were withoi
power for an hour and :
minutes Wednesday night, K

































Rim One Pair of Shoes at Regular-PA:o-
w Get the Second Pair
For Only . . .
$1 .00
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